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FOREWORD 
This report documents the results of, and completes, a study of 
FIR mosaic detector concepts for SIRTF undertaken by Aeroj~~ Electro-
Systems Company in accordance with Contract ;-:AS2-107t..O for til'.! A.'fE!l 
Research Center cf the National Aeronautics and Space Administration • 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
The Space Shuttle infrared Telescope 'Facility (SIRTF) will provide a very low 
background environment for astronomical observations from earth ot'bit. The . 
approximately one meter telescope is designed to be optimum in the mid-and 10ng-
wavelength infrared regions (3-100 ~m) but its useful spectral range will extend 
to the far-infrared beyond 700 ~m. The telescope will be cooled sufficiently 
that performance will be limited by natural backgrounds at wavelengths up to· 
100 ~m. To efficiently cover the entire two micrometers tolOOO micrometer 
spectral range, focal plane :i.nstt'uments will utilize a variety of different de-
tector species. Gallium doped germanium photoconductors are expected to find 
application for detection between 30 and 120 ~m. Furthermore, if subjected to 
high uniaxial stress, a Ge:Ga detector's response can be extended to 200 ~m. 
In the initial flight(s) small arrays of discrete devices will be used. 
For later flights larger arrays in both one- and two-dimensional formats will be 
needed in cameras and spectrophotometers. .For shorter wavdlength applicatinns 
such arrays ut.ilizing doped-silicon detectors, monolith1.cally i.ntegrated ur 
hybridized with silicon MOS sampling, multiplexing and readout electr.onics, are 
already in an advanced state of development. In this study the feasibility of 
producing similarly high performance "mosaic" arrays of stressed Ge:Gd detectors 
has been examined and a baseline design concept established. 
In Section 2 below the basic requirements Bnd constraints of the focal 
plane subsystem are established. based upon the scientific mission requirements 
and temperedvhere necessary by experience with the d?velopment of detector arr.ays 
for other a?p'.ications •. In Section 3 fundamental electronic and mechartical design 
alternatives are compared and an optimum approach for neal' terra implementation is 
selected. 
A conceptual design for a two dimensional stressed Ge:Ga focal plane, suit-
able for SIRTF use and based on the selected design approach, is detailed in Section 
4. This specific point design would provide a high fill factor square arl."ay of 119 
detectors (7 x 7) arranged on O.llcentimeter centers - approximating the resolution 
of the SIRTF telescope at 100 )ltU. The array design is modulnr and can be extendecl 
(or reduced) at will in eitht"r dimension. Array readout utilizes an integration 
1 
sampling approach with an individual photocuTrent integration capacitor and 
reset switch for each pixel. Hybrid chip and' wire implementation is proposed, 
ancl existing commercially available chlps are ldentified and utilized for the 
package. Naturally some packaging benefits would accrue from custom design, but 
the performance benefit would be minor and cost impact major. 
Section 5 addresses some of the criti~al issues which could (and should) 
be resolved prior to committing to this or similar approach for 'a preliminary 
design hardware phase. Some alternative design concepts worthy of study or de-
velopment as potentially superior for far term applications are also identified. 
2 
2. REQUIRHiENTS 
To take full advantage of the cooled SIRTF, the focal plane must ideally 
provide background limited information at the data rates of interest and with 
a spatial resolution not significantly worse than that provided by the optical 
system. Starting from the baselineSIRTF design concept, and coupled with the 
performance characteristics reported for experimental Ge:Ga detectors, a self 
consistent set of requirements can be generated. 
2.1 SIRTF Resolution and Minimum Number of Detectors 
In accordance with the phase A SIRTF concept description nl the telescope 
will provide an infrared field of view of approximately 7 arc minutes with a 
diffraction limit, defined at the first dark ring, of approximately ~/100 arc 
minutes, where A is the wavelength in microns. The minimum array size (number 
of detectors) for 100 pm imaging should therefore provide approximately 7 x 7 
pixels with1.n the field of view. Since the Ge:Ga array(s) will also be used .3t 
shorter wavelengths -I:J.)../'l\ = 0.5 is a baseline assumption - arrays up to 16 x 16 
elements corresponding to 30 arc seconds per pixel would be useful in the SIRlF 
instrumentation. 
Fill factor ~r the ratio of active to total focal plane area is important 
imaging systems. An 80% fill factor requirement was adopted in Ref (2]. 
2.2 Background Photon Flux 
By cooling the telescope optics to 7oK, thermal emission within the tele-
scope will be reduced below the natural background due to zodiacal IR and inter-
stellar dust. The minimum background spectra: density is expected to be of the 
order 10-13 w/cm2/ster/~m [lJ, corresponding to a photon flux of the order 2 ~ 1~4 
photons/second/l~ for a 1 arc minute pixel. For spectral broadband measurements 
or for different numbers 6f sizes of pixels the background will vary accordingly. 
5 Steady state backgrounds of up to 5 x 10 photons/sec per pixel are to be expected 
for 40 ~m to 50 ~m br~ad~and measurements. 
2.3 Detector P~rformance Requirements 
As fi desj.gn goal the mosaic focal plane js req~lired [.2] to achieve an NEP 
equal. to or less than 10-H• watts/1Hz at 100 1M for a 5 frames per second frame 
rate. Th(~ effective noise bandt"idth for an lntegration sampled operating at fs samples 
3 
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second is assumed to be f'O/2, the equivalent bandwidth of the corresponding 
sinc function. The requirement therefore corresponds to a wideband NEP of the 
-16 4 
order 1.6 x 10 rIDS watts, or 8 x 10 rms photons per second at 100 ~m. 
4 . 
This is equivalent to a detection limit of 1.6 x 10 rms photons/sample. 
2.3.1 Detector G-R Nni~e 
Assuming that the incoming photon flux exil:1.bits full shot noise, it is 
customary to invoke Boltzmann statistics and to write the sample noise attribut-
able to the generation process a3 
Here 
rms electrons/sample 
~: the photo-conductive gain 
0.= average background flux (ph/sec), 
n = quantum efficiency (generation events/photon), 
~T sample integration interval (secs), 
and 0Bn~T is the average number of generation events per sample. For photocon-
ductors it is usual to assume that there w~ll also be an equivalent contribution 
due to the statistical nature of the recOlnbination process, s:l.nce the average re-
combination event rate must be equal to the r.ate of generation events. 
However, for long wavelength, such that lrv «kT. classical Boltzmann forms 
no longer provide a good approximation to the Bose-Einstein statistics which de-
scribe the bahvior of photons r 7]. For bosons the shvL noise expressions must be 
increased by a factor {l_e-hv/kTj-l over the usual Boltzmanian relationships. 
In the time demain, we find that the mean squ.:lre generation fluctuation for an 
integration sample en .. 0G n~T electrons) 1.lecomes 
J b : q. J¢ \~r j{:: e:'",':Ti rms el per sample 
and, transposing to the frequency domain, the generation noise spectral density 
is ,given by 
. 1/2 
rms electrons/sec-Hz 
Though not very different from unity under most circumstances the scaling 
factor can be substantial in the far infrared. For 100 ~m radiation emitted by 
a 300 K blackgody for example, 
4 
, 
, 
This "photon bunching" term 3ccounts for thQ partial correlations associated 
with stimulated emission. 
Bratt et al. CRef. 3] considering the performance potential of Ge:Ga FIR 
devices, have applied the boson corr.elation factor to both the generation and 
recombination noise terms. It is not clear that thiS is justified since such 
correlation as exists ie strictly associated only with the generation process. 
The recombinations o~ the resultant carrier electrons (or holes) are uncorrelated 
and are not governed by Boss statistics. 
Ionizations by high energy particles for example provide a related situa-
tion. Here it is found that the associated noise is well represented by the 
generation term alone [Ref. ({which is calculable independently. For event 
rates n per second of average amplitude h carriers per event the generation noise 
is proportional to h~ . Recombination on the other hand consists of h n events 
of unit amplituJe whose shot noi,se is proportional to/h.;;. The recombination 
noise is therefore lower by,[h and is negligible Hhen, as is usually the case 
- 3 4 for high energy particles, h represents 10 to 10 bunched or correlated carriers. 
In the "boson 'bunching" case of inter.est here it seems reasonable to assume 
that the recombination, processes would be sim:J.larly uncorrelated. However here, 
because 0f t.'le lower amplitude of the "bunching", the recombination noise will 
nevertheless remain significant th0;;gh smaller than the generation term. The 
total background g-r noise \-lill be of the form 
2.3.2 Detector Res?onsivitY"Requirements 
The responsivity of a detector may be expressed as the product of its 
quantum efficiency and photoconductive gain in the form of a quantum yield 
r ~ nG electrons/photon 
or as a short curcuit responsivity 
Rr = 0.8 nGA Amps/watt 
. 4 
l1ultiplying the allowable system noise equivalent flux (1.6 x 10 photons/ 
sample at 5 sps) by the quantum yield r, we obtain the allowable total sample 
noise 1~ =1.6 x 104 Gn nns electrons/sample. 
5 
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In order to meet this overall performance requirement we must demand that the 
g-r noise contribution be lass thart this total 50 that 
For the nominal design conditions 
and 
llT .. 0.2 sec'onds 
5 o • 5 x 10 ph/sec/Rixel 
at A • 100 ~m, T = 300K 
the requirement becomes 
» 
-
-
In terms of quantum efficiency the demands on the detect.or are appcu·ently not at 
all stringent. However the sampling, mulitplexing Bnd data conditioning electronics, 
Bftd ther~al g-r processes in the detector will also add nois~ to the total. The 
permissible contribution from these alternate sources is given by 
and depends strongly on both the gain and quantum efficiency of the detector. 
The total noise J-;;r; allowed by the nominal perfOnrt4nCe sped.Headon is 
plotted as a function of quantum efficiency for various valueR of gain in Figure 1. 
An equivalent detector responsivity scale is provided for reference, and ~ probable 
detector performance envelope. is elsa defi_ned, based upon the materials analysis 
of Appendix A. Thls is eons is tent with the recent materials performance survey 
* . by Haller and coworkers (8)which data points ,ire also provided for comparison. 
Also plotted if! Figur~ 1 are the relativ<..! amplitudes of the g-r noise and 
allowable readout system noise components. They are conveniently expressed as 
fractions (or %) of the total noise in a form dependent only on quantum efficien:::y. 
Within the anticipatE:d nominal 'performance e,nvelope, the g-r t:oise amplitude will 
clearly be neglible; ranging from 11% of an allowed total 250 rms e1.ectro.ls/samr.1e 
case (n '" O.l,G '" 0.15) to only 7% of a total 1700 rms.electJ:ons/sample in the mOilt 
optimistic scenario Cn= 0.27, G .. 0.4). Evidently readout electroni<::s perforTUilncn 
will determine the 'lltimate quality of the system, and NEP levels Significantly 
better than the nomi.1al requirements should be possible with careful der;ign. 
-*------
The detector evaluated by ;laller er: a1. (Ref. 8) Wf~re mounted 1::1 integrating 
cavities. 
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Background limited performance may be feasible at som~what low~r fr~mcrateSt 
where average integrat.ed flux samples and the corresponding sa\1"ole to sample 
variance arc greater 
2.4 Dat~ Rates 
Data rates may vary from the nominal 5 frames per second, (Ref 2) to as 
high as 100 frames/second or as low as 0.G16 frames per s~cond, correspondinJ 
to sample integration times from 10 msecs to 60 seconds. By ~omparison witn 
most silicon or HgCdTe mosaic systems the required data rates are thus Quite 
low. Ionization by high energy particles may prevent ~se of the very longest 
proposed integration intervals. Expected ionization-pulse rates ann amplitudes 
due to unshielded cosmic rays and trapped electron fluxes are discuuseJ in 
Appendix E. Precise data rate limitations from this source will depend criti-
cally on the sensor deployru.:nt and experiments/measurements to be performed 
both of which remain to be determined. 
2.5 Spectral Response and Stressing 
In its normal condition the spectral response of Ge:Ga peaks in the 
vicinity of 100 to 110 \lm \.;ith useful response extending to 125 \lm. By uni-
axially stressing the detector however, ground stat.e iffipur1~y ionization 
energi~s can be modified to extend response to beyong 200 \lID (e.g. R~f. 5t6~. 
As a ~esign goal, the ability to provide stress levels up to ~~ Klb/in2 is 
desired to extend the spectral response to beyong 200 l~. 
2.6 Thermal Power Budget 
The latest design concepts for the SIRTF/HIC cold station will provide 
up to 50 mW orbit average cooling at 2K. Sim.e the Ge:Ga array instrument 
will possibly occupy no more than 30% of the MIC, a 17 mW ;)rbit ;.lVerage IJC"tler 
dissipation was established IS a design goal for the mosaic array. 
Cable conductance and optical load wUl dissipate power cont:tnuous:l.y but 
should not consume more than 10% of this budget. However the power dissipa-
tion of the array due to the detectors and any on-focal-plane signal proce3P-
ing electronics may if necessary exceed the remaining'lS mW average budget:: 
when operational since' the instrument \-7111 likely be inopEHi.\tive for significant: 
segments of each orbtt. 
8 
, 
t 
3. DESIGN ALTERNATIVES 
The evolution of a specific point design necessarily involves 
the resolution of a large number of interdcpend~nt and frequently conflict-
ing issues. The following paragraphs present the rationale for the parti-
cular mechanical and electronic configurations selected by AESC for a Ge:Ga 
mosaic array. In a few instances these choices verge on the arbitrary, and 
in others selections were necessarily made on the basis of incomplete data. 
Wherever possible however risk was minimized by favoring existing rather than 
developmental or speculative technologies. The resulting design approach, 
while certainly not representing the ultimate in either elegance or origi-
nal ity of concept, is nevertheless considered to b,e an eminently practical 
means for providing near state-of-the-art performance for the 80's time frame. 
3.1 Technological Context_ 
,The development of two dimensional arrays (mosaics) of LtHR de-
tectors in extrinsic silicon is well advanced. For use in moderate to high 
background conditions they have been integrated with readout multiplexers to 
form large fully monolithic arrays. Both photoconductor and HIS accumulation 
mode (majority carrier storage) operational modes have been employed ".-ith CeD 
and CrD readout. For low background applications at very low temperatures 
CCDs tend to be less well suited and the utility of accumulation mode charge 
injection (AMCID) and direct char&e transfer readout (DRO) MIS devices is 
complicat',d by long time constant response characteristics. Nevertheless, 
other concepts such as switch-addressed or coded·biased photoconductors, 
have progressed to the stage that application of the fOl~er to flight sensor 
systems is imminent. Hybrid silicon-on-silicon architectures providing for 
separate optimization of detector and multiplexer are now preferred. The 
performance achieved with these configurations mostly matches, and in some 
respects has surpassed, that available from a conventional linescanner photo"" 
conductor t"ith a cryoMOSFET preamplifier. Considerable progress has also, 
been achieved in llybridizing intrinsics (HgedTe, PbS, luSb etc.) with silicon 
readout electronics to form mosaics in these alternate materials. 
That the same progress has not been seen in germanium detectors 
stems mainly from the unfortunate economic reality that sponsoring agenci05 
9 
hav~ exhibited little or no interest in any applications which could not be 
served easily - anci usunlly bettet' - by ::;i.iicon devices. The superi.ority 
of silicon in this regard is in part circumstantial, inasmuch as a well de-
veloped silicon active device technology (e.g. MOS/LSI) was independently 
available. It is also inherent. Besides the advantage of a highly stable 
native oxide silicon materials offer higher doping concentrations and absorp-
tion cross-sectione as compared with their more or less equivalent germanium 
substitutes. Furthermore, in the shorter (:) wavelength german:1.um materials 
(Ge:Hg, Ge:Cd, Ge:Cu) the existence of very low ionization-energy impurities 
has historically had an adverse impact on device yield and uniformity. When 
uncompensated, they increase the tendency to impact-ionizat ion breakdo\ffi and 
impose lower operating temperature requirements. t~hen counterdoped they tend 
to reduce responsivity (shortening carrier lifetime) and may give rise to 
trapping effects. 
It is these same very low ionization-energy impurity states, how-
ever, that have provided the basis for the conti~ujng, albeii modest level 
of interest in doped germanium infrared detectors during the past decade. 
Extrinsic germanium materials such as Ge:Be and G~:Ga (or Ge:B, Ge:Sb) offer 
one of the few viable means for high performance photon detection in the FIR 
spectrum beyong 30 ~m. 
Three factors now combine to provide the impetus for develop~ent 
I"hich germanium has hitherto been lackIng, The first, the ready avai.labi.l ity 
of hyperpure material ( "Vl010 impurities!cm3), has been extant for several 
years. The second factor is the burgeoning interest in infrared astrono~y, 
particularly in the Vll-'rR (or FIR) between 10 ilm and 1000 J..;m I"hich represent!', 
a comparatively unexplored portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
Although some ground based work had been perfor~ed using bolo-
meters, and some Ce:Ga devices had been f10lm in balloon borne experiments, 
activity in this area has until comparatively recently been at a relatively 
lew level. Earth's ambient backpround radiation being deleterious to any 
endo-atmospheric observation of VLHlR objects, NASA's develop.ment of the 
shuttle and the opportunity it presents as a platform for eX0at~ospheric 
telescope facilities therefore provides the third and key [actor for the 
nascence of a Ge:Ga teehnology. The success of the recen .. lRAS deployment 
10 
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has reinforced this prospect while validating the feasibility of an alterna-
tive free-flying cryogenic sensor. 
Although late starting, the development of a Ge:Ga mosaic tech-
nology will have the advantage of building on, and drawing upon, a broad 
base of experience and insight acquired during similar efforts in extrinsic 
silicon and other detector materials. Though many, If not all, of the 
, techniques which will be required for Ge:Ga mosaic design and fabl:ication 
may have already been developed for other mater~als. they are not necessarily 
transferrable ,as is. Nost certainly the properties and requirements of Ge:Ga 
are sufficiently different,even from those of LWIR extrinsic silicon that 
approaches found optimum for the latter will not be applied to the former with-
out extensive modification. Indeed, it i~ Ae~ojet's conclusion that for Ge:Ga 
a fully integrated monolithic detector/MUX design approach would be inappro-
priate. For the "80s" an' architecture based upon assembly of linear array 
modules, hybridized with silicon HOS/LSI integration sampling and l1UX readout 
electronicb is recommended. 
3.2 
Si:X are: 
Arrav Architecture 
Some of the features which adversely d,istinguish Ge:Ga from 
• Low absorption coefficient - requiring 
very long absorption depth and/or integrat-
ing cavity configurations for high quantum 
efficiency. 
Large detector dim(msions reflectir.g the, 
lower resolution or sensor optics at very 
long wavelengths. 
• Increased vulnerability to the natural 
radiations of the space environmenL due 
to the larger detector volumes and lower 
intrinsic energy bandgap of germanium. 
• Lm<1 impact ionization breakdown field 
strength, 
e' Very low operat1.ng temperature. 
Requirement for highly uniaxially stressed 
configurations for extending the response 
spectrum to 200 ~m. 
11 
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Ad1ed to these inherent difficulties, the materials technology 
for growth of the large uniform crystals, indispensable for f'cl'Jnomical h:!.gh-
yield processing of large arrays, is comparatively undeveloped. A similarly 
underdeveloped low surface-state-density HIS device technology in germanium, 
attributable in part to the lack of a stable native oxi~e, prevents any pros-
pect of near term development of any Ge:Ga array architectures analogous to 
the fully integrated monolithic silicon arrays now becoming available. 
On the positive side of the ledger, the larger detector sizes 
and spacing typical of the FIR make fully monolithic integration at the level 
achieved for silicon mosaics (and some HgCdTe and InSb devices) a less com-
pelling prospect for Ge:Ga. Even the monolithic-to-monolithic hybridization 
of detectors and silicon readout electronics might represent overkill in this 
context. In short,1rchitectures which would be considered rather crude Bnd 
ineffective for shorter wavelength applications may be quite appropriate (if 
somewhat inelegant) for FIR focal plane construction .. 
3.2.1 Detector Opto-Electronic Size Constraints 
In order to take advantage of the expected SlRTF resolution 
at 50 to 100 ~, detector element (pixel) dimem-.i.ons should .:orrespond to 
approximately 0.5 arc minutes IFOV or less. For the proposed 85 em, f/2.3 
SIRTF instrument with XIO secondary magnification, pixel dimensions would 
then be appr1ximate1y 0.1 inches. Some demagnification may be implemented 
in the NIC instruments themselves so tlwt a. m:!.nirJum detector size :l.n the 
vic:!.nicy of 0.04 inches (1 mm) is probably appropriate. This si;,:e also seems 
to be approximately optimum from an optoelectronic standpoint for interelec-
trode spacinb' 
The effective absorption depth of the detector must be long 
compared to the pixel dimensions, and extremely long compared with the di.men-
sions usually associated wi.tll silicon devices. The' calculated quantum €:ffi-
ciency for a conventional, la~erally-biuged, rectangular Ge:Ga device (64% 
transmission at front and r~ar surfac~ of near optimum doping density is 
plotted as a function of wavelength for various absorption leng:hs in Figure 2 . 
Clearly, without benefit of an integrating cavity (or equivalent) absorption 
lengths of the order of 2 em or more may be required to achieve tIle desired 
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efficiencies (~ 30% say). For a transparerit electroded device. where the 
back surface - the other electrode - may be considered to be near totally 
reflecting, the effective absorption depth is roughly double the nominal 
det~ctor dimension, but thicknesses of the order of 1 em or more would still 
be necessary. 
As an interelectrode dimension. however even 1 em would be 
considered usually large. The bias field (E) required to achieve a given dc 
photoconductive gain (G) increases as the interelectrode spacing (L). Ignor-
* ing contact and space charge effects we may write: 
G = .lifetime __ '" E 1.J T 
transit time L 
where 1.JT is the mobility-lifetime product for the photo-generated carriers. 
For a detector with breakdown field strength EB the maximum gain available 
is 
G =EB J.n/L max 
inversely varying as the interelectrode spacing which should' therefore be 
minimized. 
Publish~d data for Ge:Ga devices from several sources is 
reviewed in Appendix A, and is analyzed by fitting semi-empir:!.cally to the 
basic carr:!.er transport and space charge relaxation mod~.swhich have been 
developed over the last 15 years to very effectively describe the behavior 
of extrinsic silicon. While acknowledging l:hat the detailed dependence of 
Inobility and carrier lifetime on field, temperature and doping may differ 
from material to materia_ there is reason to believe that the ~asic concepts 
and results embodied in the model are qualitatively applicable to any extrinsic. 
The analysis clearly inqicates that an interelectrode spacing of the order of 
a millimeter is probably optimum for Ge:Ga. 
------
* AC gain saturation due to Gpace charge r.elaxation is dealt with in 
mor.e detail in Appcndb.: A. 
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For substantially larger dimensions the available photo-
conductive gain would be decreased. Referring to Figure A3 of Appendix A 
for example, note that as absorption thickness increases beyond a milli-
meter or so the computed performance of a monolithic transparent-electroded 
device (for which the absorption depth is also the interelectrode spacing) 
falls substantially below that computed for a laterally bia~ed device with 
a smaller but fixed interelectrode distance. This despite the fact that the 
nominal absorption depth is effectively doubled by the reflecting back elec~ 
trode in the former configuration. 
On the other hand. decreasing the interelectrode spacing 
below the vicinity of approximately 1 rom will tend to further increase the 
available dc photoconductive gain,but will not apprectably enhance the ae 
response, and indeed may be a source of nonlinearities. (The saturation of 
ac gain due to dielectr~c relaxation, and the notion of dc to Be response 
ratio and its relation to long secondary response time constants and non 
linear. effects ,is briefly discussed in Appendix A). For 1 wn interelectrode 
separation a 0.5 volt bias would be quite sufficient·to produce ae gain satu-
ration (G tV 0.5). The secondary response time crJnstant is expected to be 
ac -
of the order of the dielectric relaxation time which defines the demarcaU.on 
between BC and dc response regimes and hence to b~ photon flux dependent. 
It may be calculated from the relationships: 
e:r:.: LwdE:E: 
t lOt pe:e: p 0 = Ne~ = 0-cne~ 
where L. wand d are, the detector dimensions, L being the interelectrode 
spacing, and L2/11t is the "saturationil bias voltage (Vsat) at which ae 
response is within 63% of its saturated gain value. For a 1 rum square 
(w, L), laterally biased detector of moderately counterdoped material in 
a 105 p/sec-pixel flux (0), Vsat would be of the order of 100 to 200 mV 
(see Figure A2, Appendix A) and tp would be expected to be of the order of 
a few seconds. Since this is the middle of the signal passband of interest 
(namely sample-integration times ranging from 10 msecs to 100 seconds or more) 
reducing bias to less than Vsat to reduce the de to ac gain ratio may well be 
necessary to ensure system response linearity and/or unambiguous calibration. 
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Since the bias voltage required to achieve a given gain 
varies as the square of the interelectrode spacing, any significant reduc-
tion of this detector dimension belm" 1 mm would imply very small bias volt-
ages. Though not inherently undesirable from the detector standpoint alone, 
it happens that a small bias voltage has unfortunate implications fort~.e 
associated device readout electronics, particularly for the charge-integra-
tion sampling and multiplexing schemes utilized for high density mosaics. 
The lower the applied bias voltage, the lower the perturbation of voltage 
that can be tolerated at the detector signal node (i.e. integration node). 
All other parameters being equal redudng the detector size will. therefore 
adversely impact useful dynamic range. 
Related considerations lead also to the conclusion that 
striving for hyperpure Ge:Ga with extremely low counterdoping concentrations 
may not only be unnecessary but even undesirable. Hyperpure materials with 
fewer counterdoped (ionized gallium) recombination sites t.,rill exhibit pro-
portionally longer 'carrier lifetimes, and require lower operational bias 
levels to achieve the limited levels of photoconductive gain (see Figun· A2 
for e~:nmple), which are useful. Examination of the liruit('d data available 
in Appendix A 
counterdoping 
vicinity of 2 
suggests that an ideal material wo~ld be characterized by N-type 
11 3 
of the order of 3 x 10 donors/cm. Gallium doping in the 
x l014/ cm3 is also near optimum. higher levels leading to rapid 
decrease in breakdown strf!ngth and increased "hopping" conductivity without 
usefully decreasing the ,discrepancy between absorption depth and interelec-
trode spacing requirements. 
In summary. for Ge:Ga, it seems that 1 mm represents a near 
optimum dimension both for pixel size and for interelectrode spacing, match-
ing the SIRTF IFOV requirements, and maxim:l.zing useful photoconductive gain. 
On the other hand an ~ffective absorption length on the order of 2 cm may be 
necessary to achieve the desired quantum efficiency throughout the 40 to 120 
~m range of an (unstressed) Ge:Ga detector. 
3.2.2 Detector Geometry 
The basic geometry of detector ~onfiguration may be defined 
* in tet"ms of three vectors representing the applied bias field (E) , the 
'* The applied field may be modulated as :I.n the case of CGB~1 or AHCW arrays. 
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incident radiation (1) and; in the case of the proposed FIR Ge:Ga. the 
direction, of iniax:f,al stress application (p). In princiPle these may be 
arranged in any convenient manner from mutual ortho'gonality on the one hand 
to directional coincidence on the other. If however we' take it as axio-, 
matie that lack of a suitably transparent mechanical 'loading structure will 
preclude colinearity of incident radiation and appHed str~ss, then the three 
alternatives delineated in Figure 3 remain distinguishable by the orientation 
- -of the applied electric bias field in relation to the ortho~onal F and I 
vectors. 
:~ 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3 Alternative Orientatlom- of Applied Bias 
Field (E) With Respect to' the Incident 
(c) 
Radh,tion (t) and Uniaxbl Mechanical Stress (F) 
Conf1,guration (a) represents the approa'.:h now employed almost 
exclusively for extrinsic silicon detector manufacture. The principal advant-
age of this design, , ... hlch utilizes a tra~sparent front surface electrode is 
that it lends itself readily to the manufacture of higher density mosaic arrays, 
and is in fact the only Wily (presently knowi.) for ruaking such arrays mono-
lithically. A secondary but significant benefit :I.n ce'rtain appl:!.clltion5 is 
the fact that thiS design renders all points on the incident surface equivalent 
17 
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with regard to bias field distribution, thereby avoiding the space-charge 
related spatial responGe non-uniformiti.es to which laterally biased extrinsic 
devices are particularly prone when they are partially or non-uniformly 
illuminated. For silicon devices a f'rther advantage of this structure is 
that pixel dimensions may be adjusted at. will, independent of the opto-
electronically critical absorption length and il1terelectrode spacing which 
become one and the same. 
For doped germanium detectors the transparent electrode 
configuration approach is far less favorable. For the lightly doped FIR 
species like Ge:Ga the gross discrepancy between the optimum values of absorp-
tion depth (> 1 cm) and intel'electrode spacing ('VI nun) 'as discussed above 
presents a particularly serious problem. Furthermore transparent electroding 
of VFIR stressed germanium has not been demonstrated and may also have inherent 
problems associated wHh the conflicting requirements for high conductivity and 
low free carder (plasma) optical absorption (Ref 9). Even if these issues 
could be resolved however, the practicability of a fully monol~thic structure 
in a fast optical system is limited by excessive internal optical ~rosstalk 
(Appendix B) when absorption depth is very large compared to pixel dimensions • 
If somehow absorption depth could be reduced to only a few millimeters re-
* , ducing crosstalk to acceptable levels, then the maximum size of the array 
would now become restricted, by column instability under stress, to less than 
about 15 pixels which, though currently acceptable, would be unduly restrictive 
in the 101g term. 
The special properties of Ge:Ga and of the FIR environment 
thus combine to defeat any concept of a fully monolithic mosaic analagous to 
state-of-the-art sil icon arrays.. Al terns t i ve les!! elegant approaches must 
be pul"sued, constructing mosaics from ensembles of linear arraYllIodules based 
on the geometries of Figure 3b or 3c. Column instability (Appendix C) limits 
the first of these in which the stress and bi.as field .... ..!ctors are orthogonal 
to arrays of about 6 or 7 pixels length. The only approach that seems to be 
fully compatible with al~ the requirements and constraints, and which is 
T------
In silicon mosaics for example absorption depth is usually no greater 
than about 1.5 times the pixel spacing. 
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in principle capable of unlimHed extension in both dimensions is the con-
figuration of Figure 3c in which the mechanical stress is parallel to the 
bias field, the load being applied through th~ ~lectroded surfaces. This 
configuration has the added advantage that it is the only one for which the 
individual elements of an array may be physically segmented to reduce optical 
crosstalk. Further benefits of the non-monolithic configuration(s) i.nclude 
the compelling practical advantage of being less demand:l.ng of ingot size and 
uniformity. 
The actual absorption length (and volume) of each detect0r 
can also be substantially reduced, decreasing thermal noise, decreqsing vul-
nerability to cosmic rays, and decreasing the magnitude of the load to be 
applied to the structure (but without loss of quantum efficiency) by bevell-
ing the end of the detector. The idea is to make the detectllr element its 
own integrating cavity by promoting total internal reflection within the de-
tector itself, thereby extending its effective absorption depth significantly, 
compared with its actual depth. This objective is easily accomplished by 
placing a bevel on one face of the detector. The technique has been used ex-
tensively by Aerojet in the past. For example, Ge:Hg detectors were reduced 
from ·about 3 nUll to only 1 mru length (while :I.ncreasing quantum efficiency from 
20t040%) by applying an ISo bevel to one end. Several hundred subarrayy of 
360 detectors, each only 4 mils square section, were manufactured in this 
fashion for a Series of FLIR systems. Application to the much larger Ge:Ga 
devices should present no diffi.culty. Computations have been performed for 
otherwise rectangula:: detectors \.,ith the end bevelled at some angle a. The. 
theoretical increase in effective length is plotted, for germanium of index 
4.0, in Figure 4. The optimum bevel angle is approximately 180 , where effec-
tive lengths an order of magnitude larger than the actual absorption depths 
are feasible. Because of the high index of germanium, high-angle incident 
rays will be refracted near normal, so that the technique can be effective 
even for a fast. wide angle optical system. Note that bevelling at about 
00028 allows up to at leClst ±6 internal (refracted) angular range (±25, fll 
incident) while nevertheless still permitting a substantl.al reduction (~3.5) 
in absorption length. 
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3.3 Signal Processin..B. 
Historica11y:when extrinsic photoconductors have be~n used for long 
wavelength infrared detection under low background conditions,state-of-the-
art performance has been realized by operaU.ng each such detector with a 
contiguously located cooled impedance matching source follower preamplifier 
load-resis~r and low-noise, high input impedance cryogenic MOSFET as shown 
in Figure 5. 
579-3075 R
'oad 
Detector ~ 
Vb i as 0-+-( A~h""''v+) -....~--I 
FIGtJ!1E 5 Convention~l Cryopreamplifier Circuit 
The bandwid~h and dynamic range of such a circuit is often extended by ulakir'r; 
the load re1istor the feedback element of a high-Ioop-gain trans impedance 
amplifier. For astronomical applications, where very f~int objects may be 
observed over long periods of time, de stability (or very low frequency l/f 
noise) are clearly important. DC drift proved to be such a criticql iss:le 
in the design of the lRAS focal plane for example (Ref. 10) that a special 
transistor (the ZKlll) was d'eve1oped for this application and used differen-
tially in matched pairs, because the standard devices customarily used for 
higher frequency military UlIR sensors were found wanting. Such a configura-
tion also poses numerous probl~ms related to packaging and assembly, power 
diBBipatj~n etc.; difficulties ~hich become particularly onerous for two di-
mentioned. arrays. In the present context, ~;here arrays of up to 64 2 pb;els 
are under consideration such an approach becomes quite untenable. For large 
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mosaics, on-focal-plane multiplexing is mandatory to reduce the interconnects 
'and data chanllels to viable nu:nbers. Simply multiplexing the preamplifier 
ou tpu ts is insuff ic ient however. Rad ically new approaches to de"ice architec-
ture are required; some form of sampling system is necessary, with at least 
an order of magnitude lower per channel power dissipation than that of the 
conventional preamplifier. 
Numerous schemes for reading out mosaic arrays of detectors have been 
conceived from time to time and Aerojet has, over the years, had some direct 
experience with most if not all of the basic types. Certain of the readcut 
concept s are inherently inappropr:i.a te for low background Ge: Ga and may there-
fore be rejected summarily. Amongst these we may include the charge injection 
readout and lateral direct charge transfer schemes which are appropriate only 
for MIS charge storage detectors such as the AHeID ~g Ref.'1l&12]and which 
demand a fully monolithic transparent electrode type of configuration. Also 
the pulsed or coded bias (orthogonal carrier wave) approa~hes are appro-
priate only for very slow responding detector L Ref 13] or for systems \vhich 
do not aspire to background limited performance [Ref l~J. Gr. ';a detectors 
are fast compared with data rates of interest and althoueh the SIRT!1 and 
other space astronomical instrument~ will operate at very low backgrounds, 
they nevertheless can potentially achieve background limited performance 
through sufficiently long term integration. 
In order that the maximum benefit be realized from ~he use of a large 
mosaic of detectors it is almost axiomatic that the bandwi..lth of each device 
should be restricted, prior to samp1 , and multiplexing, to a value l~ds 
than)or of the order of, the sample rate. This ensures that the data is not 
under-sampled and that the inher.ent, detector noise limited, performance is 
maximized. This might be accomplished naturally, through 3election of in-
herently slow response dR~ectors (as in Aerojet's pulse-biased PbS mosaics 
[Ref 13 J )or by using pre-sampling signal conditioning circuitry. The former 
approach,as pointed out above,is not consistent Mith the fast response of 
typical extrinsic photoconductors, \"hilo the latter is too unwieldy and in-
flexible. 
A more usual alternative 1.5 to use an integration sB:npling approach 
that provides, for each detector., an associated storage element (usually a 
capacitor) in which data (charge) can be continuously accumulated between 
22 
r~aaout: events, tilUS imposing a sin xIx type bandwidth limitation. A variety 
of such schemes have been devised from time to time. The essential features 
are a corresponding array of capacitances to which the detectors are connected, 
and a means for addressing and,readi.ng the accumulated charge on each capacitor 
before clearing or resetting it to some nominal zero reference from time to 
time. The key to efficient operation is the high duty cycle use of the capa-
citor for near continuous integration of the detector response. Generally it 
is only in this way that we can assure bandwidth limiting of the detector noise, 
and avoid undersampling or "folding" of high frequency noise in the system in-
formation passband at the sample frequency and below. Clearly this require-
ment implies that there shall be a capacitor d~dicated to each and every de-
tector pixel. The sizing of this capacitor ia relation 'to the amplitude of 
the detector photoc'urrent, the permis,sibl'o! '"oltCie;e swing during integration, 
and the noise of the subsequent interfacing and sampling electronics determines 
the sensitivity and dynamic range of the system. 
As discussed above monolithic structures are precluded by the mechanical, 
opto-electronic and }IIS properties of Ge:Ga. A hybrid scheme coupling the Ge:Ga 
detectors to a silicon integration capacitance array and rp.adout multiplexer, 
and providing for the separate optimization of each, is indicated. 
3.3.1 General Performance Considerations for an ~ntegration !iampled System 
The essential features of the integration sampling scheme, consisting of 
the detector. integration capacitance, reset switch and sensing amplifier and 
sample-and-hold are illustrated in Figure 6. 
to! 
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Figure 6 Basic Integration Sampling System 
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improvements through a var:l.ety of modifications and embelishments. 
The detector is biased at some de potential VB and the photocurrent id 
is integrated on the capacitance C. From time to time the sample-and.hold 
senses the valuespsuitably amplified. of the voltage on the integration capaci-
tance. The capacitor is then reset to the reference voltage (which will. be 
taken as zero volts for the purposes of this analysis) and the integration 
cycle starts anew. The amplifier has some bandwidt:lf~and an equivalent input 
noise spectrum V'n ... (t) . The sampling action on thi.s noise may be represented 
by a transfer function T(f). 
The amplitude of a sample may be defined in tenns of the change 
in the charge ~Q.or voltage ~Vs induced at the integration cnracitance by the 
photocurrent during the integration interval 6T. Thus 
6r 
AVS ': A Q s / c.. 1!. t f ltl dot .: eo \ ~ ¢ AT I c, 
o 
where 0 is understood as the average photon flux on the pixel during the sampl-
ing interval. Note th'lt the concepts of "signal" and "dc background" have no 
real meaning for a single sample. but rather are attributes of a sequence of 
samples. 
The detector is debiased by the voltage excursion 6V at the integration 
. s 
node. so that for linearity (i.e. constant gain G) we demand 
AVj 4.~ Ve, 
or C » e. \ ~ ¢~.~r /Vs 
Thus linearity and dynamic range are. clear.ly enhanced by maximizing the in-
tegration capacitance. 
The detection limit SG,..rms c..avIC"if'lbs/sample <i.e. the smallest de.tectable 
charge) set by sampling the \lIide-band noise S &f~ of the amplifier 1.5 
There is therefore an inherent design conflict between the desire to maximize 
responsiv!ty and minimize NEP by mintmizing integration capacitance,and the 
need to maximize linear dynal1l:!'c range by maximizing C. 
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\.hich it is measured the sensing system mayor may not be the limiting noise 
source. For large enough samples the detector g-r noise will become dominant. 
The minimumg-rcontribution is repiesented by two full shot-noise contrlbutions 
and as pointed out above (Section 2.3.0. dependent on the wavelength and teru-
~erature of the source, the actual value of the generation component m~y·be 
larger due to boson-bunching. 
If measured directly with r~spect to some fixed system zero each sample 
would include a so-called "kTC" contribution representing the error in resetting 
to the dc reference supply (which is itself assumed to be noiseless). The "kTC" 
noise is equivalent to Johnson noise, and in fact may be thought of as arising 
out of the integration of the Johnson noise current of the charging circuit re-
sistance. It results in a wideband rms noise reset error 
Sv,. = JkT/c. 
or equivalently, in terms of the residual charge on the integrati.on capacitor. 
~ Q, :: jk ~r=Z 
In pr3ctka. samples are not measured referenced to some arbitrary fixed 
system zero. To minimize the effects of the dc drifts and to permit ac coupling 
of the system, ~V is usual measured as ~he difference between two samples re-
presenting the end and beginning of each integration interval. and measured 
immediately before and immediately after reset respectively. The effect of 
this delayed differential sampling is to suppress low frequency sys~em noise 
corresponding to pet'iods long compared with the· delay 1: between samples. In 
mathematical terms delayed differential sampling of avlaveform 11", (t) . is 
equivalent to sampling the modi.fied waveform 'U'"C") - 'V' .. (t-+-t). In the 
frequency domain the transfer function relating the spectral content of the 
latt.er to that of the former o'(iginal waveform is 
\~hich peaks at f = 1/2T and is attenuatt'd hy il tactor of u..,o at f '" 1/bT:. 
The tylO basic approaches to delayed differential sampling are illustrated 
in Figure 7 and differ in ~·,Ibtle but i.mportant ways. In· true correlated 
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Figure 7 COMPARISON OF CDS ~~ DRDDS 
double-sampling (CDS), measurements are mad~ at the beginning and end of a 
single in.tegration interval so that the dp.lay time is approximately equal 
to the sample integration time I::.T. The advantage of CDS is tha.t the kTC 
noise contribution is eliminated. System baseline drifts on the timescale 
of the integration time /:'T will be observed however. Mor~o'Jer this approach may 
be inc:o'nvenient in some multiplexed systems inasmuch as durtng the integration 
interval (the frame time) other channels must be examined and data must be 
stored for a complete frame. Furthermore effective correlati.on may actually 
be totally 10st if the interface component undergoes any radical change of 
state (being turned off for instance) during the reading of the other devices 
multiplexed on the channel. For example, the thresholds of certain cryo-
MOSFETs have been observed to vary by as muc.h as is mV as they are turned on 
from time to time. 
II \\ 
The alternative to CDS is the delta-reset delayed differential sampling 
(DRDDS) which compares measurements made before and after :3, single reset 
operation. This operation can be performed in a fel~ microseconds so that low 
frequency I/f noise and dc drift in the e1.ectronics are essentially eliminated, 
though two kTC noise contributions are now included. If suffiCiently fast,the 
speed of each dual sampling operation can be independent of the overall sampl-
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ing rate. Thus for DRDDS system noise can be independent of sampling rate 
and signal processing ~an als~ be ac eoupled at a fixed high frequency. The 
low pass corner frequency is chosen to pennit settling to the required accuracy 
during the time available for sampling. Since both CDS and DRDDS require the same 
total number of sampling and reset operations within a frame time their band-
width requirements are not sensibly different. 
3.3.2 ceD and Monolithic Architectures 
In principle at least, the applicabUity of CCDs to me'et the integration 
sampling requirement is rather obvious. A (:CD-mult.;Lplexeri~put scheme is 
shown j,n Figure 8 which is analogous to the conventional cryogenic-preamplifier 
circuit used for discrete extrinsic PC detectors as shown in Figure S. The 
circuit is most useful where currents are high and dc isolation is required 
between detectors and readout. Its principal disadvantages are that a high-
value load resistor must be provided for each detector, and that the response 
bandwidth is limited in the same way as for disc~ete cryogenic-MOSFET channe~. 
At the expense of increased complexity, the need for a resistor can be elimi-
nated (for small currents) by allowing the detector current to charge or dis-
charge the input capacitance, while maintaining an average operating point 
Vdet + 
R10ad V det 
_ _ ~ ¢ transfer 
Vbias o-~--, V store i ~ cro .. I Q Readoul 
V· 0 -L -L.l-
on C~ ~-"-'-;= ==3 
FIGURE 8 Voltage Mode CCD-Input 
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either. by incorporating a reset switch or possibly reversing the detector-
bias-voltage polarity from time to time. Clearly however the system must 
suffer from the same dc drift problems as the conventional dis.crete MOSFET 
preamplifiers in addition to any noise introduced by ·charge transfer and 
readout. 
579-3076 cro Readout 
~~ 
FIGURE 9 Direct Injection CCD Input 
The alternative "direct injection" configuratiC'n illustrated in Figure 9 
avoids the need for load resistors and has been used extp-nsively and success-
fully for high-background applications in which detector currents are com-
paratively large. Under low~background conditions however such devices suffer 
from severe bandwidth and injection-efficiency difficulties. The ~ircuit be-
haves like a common-gate MOSFET with the input' diffusion acting as the source 
and the storage-potential..lell as a virtual common drain, ·The i.nput time 
constant is given approximately by Clg where C is the total capacitance (de-
m 
tector plus stray) of the node, and g is the transconductance of the equiva-
m 
lent MOSFET. At very low current~ g is directly proportional to current and m . 
hence to photon flux. Under low background conditions the response time is 
therefore not only slow, which might be tolLrable in a long dwell staring 
system, but will also tend to vary continuously as the background and signal 
operating conditions of the system are varied. Additionally transfer noise, 
due to the "sticklng" of ~)Clme varyi.ng fl'action of the charge samples in slow 
and intETmediate surface states (Ref 15) has limited the performance of sur-
face channel silicon CCDs ~nder cryogenic temperature conditions tosam~ling 
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noise levels of 500 to 103 a/sample at best near ID K. The noise mechanism 
is related to that which is believed responsible for l/f noise in a conven-
tional MOSFET preamp. At 2 to 3 K additional surface state traps which are 
thermalized at the higher temperatures mo.y be expected to become active lead-
ing to further degradation. 
The principal system advantages of charge transfer type readout are the 
B:bility to perform on-f?cal~-plane T01, and the ability to perform second level 
multiplexing to provide a single channel output from a two dimensional array. 
Neither att,;:ibuteis particularl.y useful in this context whert~ the sensor will 
likely be operated in a staring rather than scanning mode, and the mosaic will 
likely be constructed as an ensemble of separate linear arrays. The directly 
coupled CCO is ideal theoretically from the response standpoint in that the in-
put integration capacitance can be large compared with the capacitance of the 
readout stage, thereby independently maximizing linear dynamic range and re-
sponsivity, and true COS is also possible with delay times comparable to those 
of the ORDDS mode. Consequently, though in practice the CCD has so far br;en 
found inferior for small signal operation at cryogenic temperatures,futllre de-
"velopments may make a reassessment necessary in situations where narrow response 
bandwidth is not R driving issue. 
3.3.3 MOS Switch Multiplexers 
An alternative to the charge transfer readout is -the direct accessing of 
the integration capacitor (with resetting from time-to-time) using MOS st ... itches. 
A variety of such schemes have been widely used in photodiode as well as LWIR 
arrays. The simplest version of this generic type is the direct access charge 
sensing schero~ illustrated in Figure 10 where each unit cell consists of only 
a single HOSFET switch which isolates the photocurrent integration capacitance 
from the output buss. To "read" a particular pixel its switch is turned on 
causing the charge to be "shared" with the output buss capacitance C b• 
The buss and node are then both restored to the reference voltage by the 
reset switch. 
The sample amplitude is represented by the change in the output voltage 
of the sensing ampl~fier which can be measured before and after accessing the 
detector node, or in ORDDS mode before and after reset. The former method 
eliminates kTC noise as in true CDS sampling. 
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FIGURE 10 Direct Access MOS-Switch }rux 
In its simplest form this scheme violates the general design principles 
enunciated in Section 3.3.1 above inasmuch as the readout capacit"mce ·which 
includes the total buss capacitance tends to be large, and is certainly larger 
than the integration capacitance. In this sense there is actually a gain loss 
duri~g readout co~pared with the voltage developed on the integration capaci-
tance. 
Heller (Ref 16) has proposed modifications to the output buss, utilizing 
a saturated series transistor and precharge (as opposed to reset) switch. 
Constant voltage is maintained and a total transfer of charge is effected to a 
small output capacitance much in the manner of a. bucket brigade circuit. Jespers 
et al.(Ref 17) have suggested adding a feedback loop to speed up the charge 
transfer. The modified circuit is shown in Figure lla. An ,lterr.ative solutior. 
is the use of a charge sensitive amplifier at the output as shown in Figure llb 
where the (charge-to-voltage) gain is totally dependent upon the feedback capa-
citance. 
The advantage of such schemes is that, with ~~ll charge transfer to a 
common readout capacitance, pattern noise (pixe.l-to-pixel reHponse nonunifollnity) 
is virtually eliminated, except for the nOll uniformity of th(! detector elements 
themselves. This is an important consideration in high' speed video systems, but 
may be less germane to the situat:i.on of interest here where t:he data rates are 
slower and the inherent detector nonuniformlty may be quite ~arge (~ 10 to 20% 
perhaps). The disadvantage is that, though these alternativ'> Be.hellles modify 
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FIGURE 11 High Responsivity Output Stages for Direct Access MUX 
the transf~r function, they cannot improve upon th~ signal-to-noise character-
istics of the basic circuit - and may well degrade it. 
It is our premise that ma:dmizing signal- to~noise ratio and optimizing 
ultimate system sensitivity should he paramount as desi~n goals. Since the 
detectors are large and a hybrid linear array ensemble is contemplated space' 
is not a primary issue. An alternative to direct access charge sensing is the 
use of individual buffer aMplifiers as shown in Figure 12. This represents a 
substantial increase in pixel complexity and, through the threshold and capaci-
tance variations of the individoal buffer amplifiers, a source of increased 
VE~j : _ ! 
O/p 
I.. T -- -1-1 
-' --Sf-'----e------r°!r 
, 'V.:;s 
FIGURE ,12 Buffered Access MOS-S\vitch HUX 
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pattern noise. Nevertheless readout cap;'}c:i.tance is minim:l.zed. maximizing re-
sponsivity, and this type of circuit is potentially capable of a system noise 
limited performance below 100 1"1US electrons/sample. Though most of the actual 
circuits with which Aerojet has had experience have operated in the vicinity of 
150 rms el/sample (albeit at data rates measured in Ksps per pixel) this type 
of circuit is presently believed to represent the state of the art in low-noise 
cryomultiplexing. 
3.4 Application of Uniaxial Stress 
The spectral response of Ge:Ga can be extended beyond its normal long 
wavelength limit near 125 ~m by application of uniaxial streS8. Approximately 
90 Kpsi is required to extend the long wavelength limit to 200 ~m, stressing 
in the (l00) direction having the greatest effect (Ref 5 ). Providing such a 
load in a stable reproducible manner at 2 K is certainly non trivial. Three 
general approaches for application of the 90,000 psi uniaxial stress were in-
vestigated: 
o 
o 
Fabrication with materials which will differentially 
contract during cooling to provide the necessary 
force. 
Incorporation of a spring component such that the 
detectors can be pre-stressed at room temperature 
to some level which will provide the necessary 
force when cooled to the operating temperature. 
o Tnclusion of a mechanical ram for achieving the 
force. 
Based on the study, this last method appears to be the most practicable means 
for satisfying the design objectives. 
3.4.1 Ther~ally Induced Stres~ 
.\ In the first concept investigated the requi.red force is developed by 
thermal contraction. Essentially, the array 1.8 mounted in a nest or frame where 
the fit in the direction of the applied force is held to extremely close toler-
snees. As the frame contracts during cooling to the 2 K operating temperature 
the detectors are stressed as required by differential ~ontraction of the frame 
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with respect ·to the germanium. To enhance the effect on a given length of 
germanium a low thermal GontrBrition shim eight be added to the compressed 
column as shown in Figure 13. By selecting the frame and shim mater.ial. pro-
portioning the geometry, and accurately determining the required fit, it would 
be possible to predict the app~ied force at the operating temperature to the 
extent that the thermo-mechanical properties of the mater:l.als are accurately 
known. 
S,",'M 
.-. 
t1e.: GA 
Arf'A9 
Figure 13: Stressing by Thermal Contraction 
The advantage of this approach is its extreme simplicity and minimum of 
components. The disadvantages include the scarcity of potentially autisble 
frame and shim materials with appropriate values of expansion coefficient and 
Young's Hodulus, and the.extreme sensitivity of system effectiveness to the 
precision of the parts fabrication and to the detailed thermo-mechanical pro-
per~ies of the component materials which are imperfectly known at cryogenic 
temperatures. 
Preliminary computations were performed for a variety of potentially 
suitable frame anI shim materials to identify viable cand-Ldates and the dimen-
sions of the stru~ture necessary to develop the required loading. The analysis 
assumed that, for a frame sufficiently massive and hard that it is not subject 
to bending, brinelling, or other distortion, 
Contraction of German:l.um '" Contraction of Frar!\e 
- Contra~tion of Shim. 
The net contraetlons of the germanium and of the shim material an! assumed to 
be the sums of their therlUHl contractions (t.:.L) and their compressive strains 
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(0 L/E) due to the streSlJ 0 developed in the stack. The net contraction of the 
frame by cont~ast is given by the difference between the thermal contraction and 
stress induced elongation. Thus we may wTite 
and since the length of the frame LF is just the sum of the germanium and shim 
we may recast this in the form 
Ls 
-
-
of- Cf" (..!.. -.L ) 
. Es £~. 
Inserting appropriate values for the stress (0 Kpsi) and for the thermal con-
tractions (6t../,- M;'~) and Young f s moduli (E) of the various materials, 
the size of shim (and frame) requir<!d can be estimated. Properties of some 
candidate materials are listed in Table , 
TABLE ,: PROPERTIES OF CANDIDATE STRUCTURAL MATERIALS 
Matetial Strain 
Ni Alloys 
Invar 
6.00 
1.53 
2.05 
3.00 
3.10 
3.33 
3.75 
Ii .29 
t.L Th~rmal Contraction ~, mil/in 
T = 300 K 350 K 
-----
.98 
0.39 
1.43 
2.40 
3.56 
1.35 
0.12 
0.12 
0.14 
0.14 
400 K 450 K 
1.58 1.89 
1.34 1.56 
2.69 3.39 
3.81 4.55 
5.12 5.96 
2.05 2.39 
0.17 . 0.29 
0.17 0.29 
Table 2 summarizes the shim size calculated to be necessary, for various com-
binations of shim and frame materials, to generate a 90 Kpsi stress in aO~4 inch 
germanium stack (ten 40 mil detectors) at 3 K. Various assembly temperatures 
from 300K to 4501{ "lere considered. In deriving these results it was assumed 
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TABLE l,Shim Size (In, ) Requir~d for 90 Kpsi Stress 
in 0.4 Inch Germanium Stack 
(a) For t::::r 300 K 
Shi~am' Ni " W Be Ni ST.St Ta liwar 
A110vs 
W -1.27 -2.44 -1.02 ~ -2.31 -1.82 -1.28 Be -1.02 -1.18 -1.88 1.96 -1.15 - .88 - .88 
Ni - .58 - .61 - .68 ,-.85 - .61 - .56 - .56 
CRES - .46 - .46 - .48 -.51 - .45 - .45 - .45 
Ta - .69 
-
.74 
-
.89 -1.39 - .74 - .64 - .64 
Low Exp. 
-
.88 
-
.99 -1.38 -5.06 - .98 - .79 ., .79 Ni Alloys 
,./ Invar 
-
.75 .81 -1.01 -1.84 - .80 - .69 - .69 
(b) For t:::.T 350 K 
W -:1. 74 -3.82 .91 -2.56 -1. 22 -1. 22 
Be 
-
.89 -1.12 11.87 -1.01 
-
.77 - .77 
Ni 
-
.54 
-
.57 -.77 - .56 - .51 - .51 
CRES 
-
.43 .. .43 
-
.44 -.46 - .43 - .43 - .43 
Ta .68 .77 .96 -1. 76 .73 .62 .62 
Low Exp. 
-.96 -1. 25 -2.32 Gill -1.11 - .81 - .81 Ni Alloys 
Invar -.80 
-
.95 -1.39 -6.78 
-
.89 
-
.71 
-
.71 
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that the frame would be designed with sufficient cross-section that strain in 
this member would not exceed 0.0002 inches - a slight modification of the above 
formulae. 
Negative values indicate that the particular combination is inherently 
unsuitable. Only positive values - of which there are few - correspond to a 
potentfRlly viable design choice. As can be seen the only window frame material 
for assembly at 300 K would be CRES with the shim material either tungsten or 
berylium. though in either case the overall size is·excessive. As the allow-
able temperature differential increases to 6T - 4S00C other window frame materinls 
can be used viz. nickel, berylium,""d:ld the list: of shim materials grows to in-
clude tungsten, berylium, low expansion coefficient Ni alloys, and Invar. All 
these materials are capable of elastic ·behavior at stresses up to 90 Kpsi at 3 K 
(See NBS Monographs 13 and 63). 
The disadvantage of this approach is the inability to absolutely predict 
d:l.fferontial contraction between the array and the array mount at the 2 to 3K 
operating temperature. Secondly, Sizing of the array and frame to the accuracy 
requin!d for the successful application of this method would be difficult. The 
mechanical simplicity of this approach makes it attractive but assembly into a 
practical working array could be difficult. The requirement for such large 
shi.ms was disappOinting, but could. probably be accommodated • 
Assembly at elevated temperature is considered impractical. However, the 
head of the frame could be attached to the' legs with screws and the legs could 
be shorter than the germanium/shim stack so'that a preload at room temperature 
could be <lpplied. Joint shims could be included to allow for manufacturing toler-
ances. The &eparable frame would also facilitate the assembly operation. Modi-
fications such as thi!.) do tend to compromise the simplici.ty of the package, how-
ever. If a portion of the force must be applied mechan:tcally. then it seemed 
appropriate to apply the majority for·the force as a preload. This reasoning 
led to consideration of the second and third methods. 
3.4.2 Spring Loading 
By application of the required torce through the use of a spring member, 
it was hoped that the force could be applied at room temperature and that the 
spring constant could be selected such that the required 'force of about 1600 lbs 
37 
could be predicted by preloading to SOIDd lesser,value at room temperature and 
a11o\.:ing the contraction of the main frm11(~ during, cooldmrn to provide the addi-
tional force required. 
Two types of spring members t.lere consider.:d: Belleville' spring washers and 
simple beam type flat springs. In both cases, it was quickly determined that 
development' of the necessary force and deflection within a reasonable package 
size is not feasible. 
In the case of a flat spring (e.g. Figure 16) the basic formulae are: 
p .. 48 f EI -~3-
(Simply supported beam with load applied at center). 
P Load 
f '" !-lax deflee t ion 
E • Modulus of eiasticitY3 
! Moment of inertia. ~~- for rectangular 
beam of width b and thickness t 
L Length between supports 
b • Width of beam 
t = Thickness of beam 
Solving the Beam Dimension: 
1-lot·· P 
- --L~ 4-(C 
Similarly, t.he max stress in a simply supported beam ~:ith the load 'It the 
center is: 
t 
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Now, if practical values are substituted for L, 5, f, and E, 
6 L • 0.5. S . Id = 150,000 psi, f = .024 and E = 30 x 10 Yle 
We get the thickness t • 0.087 in. which is the maximum thickness of the beam 
without exceeding the yield stress. Using the value of t and substituting 
back in equation 2, we get the width b to be 1.05 inches. 
Although the above values are assumed, they are reasonable. The maximum 
yield of 150,000 psi is probably higher than would be practical for a material 
that has to operate at 2 to 3 K. This value is approximately 80% of the ultimate 
strength of full hard 304 CRES at room temperature. The 300 series CRES can 
operate at the low temperature and the tensile strength increases as the tem-
perature is lowered. A beam that is 1 inch wide and applying force on a .050 
in. wide detecior does not appear desirable. The beam could be divided into 
four leaves and stacked which would provide approximately the same load and 
stress value, but an uncertainty due to friction between the leaves would be 
int roduced. Finally, these nunbers were developed for a flexure distance of 
only .0024 in. A larger value would be desirable to take advantage of the 
_ spring rate of the beam since the 2.4 mils represents the amount gennaniurn must 
deflect due to its olm elasticity. Control of such a small deflection however, 
is not much easier than if no spring were present. Based on these considera-
tion~. a similar analysis using the Belleville washer approach was performed. 
The analysis and design of a Belleville spring loading system is a good 
deal more complex than for a simple beam and requires a tedius trial an 4 error 
type solution. A number of iterations were performed and it soon became 
apparent tbat a suitable washer could not be designed within practical size 
limits without parallel stacking. Stacking would theoretically increase the 
load in proportion to the number of washers used. However, it is reported by 
the AssociatPd Spring Corporation that friction between the washers causes an 
apparent "hysteresis" in the load deflection curve which is of the order of 6% 
for each washer added. For a typical "off the shelf" Belleville, a 1 in. OD 
by 1/2 in. ID washer would provide a force of 540 lbs. to the flattened position. 
Thus, three t~ashers could possibly be used in this application yieldinga"potential 
18% uncertainty. In addition to the loading uncertainty, the packaging of a 
Belleville of this size such that its load is applied on a nominal 0.05 x 0.40 
in. 2 detector stack would be cumbersome. Based on these considerations the 
'. 
-"-. 
/ 
~lleville approach was also rejected as impractical. The 90 kip stress 
level requirement and the relatively ~mall deflections which are necessary 
with either type of spring to limit spring stresses would appear to indicate 
that special spring components would not be practical and that the elasticity 
(Young's Modulus) can provide the necessary resiliance. 
The curves and equations which were used during the study have been re-
printed in Appendix ~. They were originally printed in a DESIGN HANDBOOK 
SPRINGS AND CUSTOM METAL PARTS published by the Associated Spring Corporation. 
Bristol. Conn. 
3.4.3 Mechanical Ram Loading 
The thIrd (and recommended) approach investigated is to apply the pressure 
with a ram screw. Some rough estimates of the size required for the frame were 
made and the aumbers appeared feasible. As stated previously, the elasticity 
of the germanium column of detectors would result in a shortening of the column 
by .0024 inches. If the frame material was made of lnvar 36 and the two columns 
transmitting the load (~ 1600 lb) were square posts .2 in. on a side, a stretch 
of .0004 would result. Thus, a total excursion of the raw screw of .0026 in. 
would be required (not considering the elasticity of the screw). This value 
would requlre a very fine pitch in the ram screw which would not be practical. 
However, if the ram were made into a differential screw such that the lead of 
the screw is the difference of the two pitches, a practical system is possible. 
For this design, 32 x 33 threads per inch results in a lead of approximately .001 
in. per revolution. 
lnvar 36 was selected for the housing because it has adequate yield strength, 
approximately 95,000 psi at room temperature and over ,160,000 .fit the operating 
temperature, and because its thermal contraction is minimal. between room tempera-
ture and liquid helium temperature. Contraction due to the cool-down will be 
about .0005 in. which can b~ taken into account during the preloading operation. 
The principal disadvantage of lnvar is its' weight. Other materials could be 
chosen with b~tter strength to weight ratios, but the ductility at cryogenic tem-
peratllre and the low thermal expansion coefficient were considered to be more 
important. During .layout of the recommended package, material was removed where 
possible to reduce weight so that the completed assembl~ will weigh D~proximate]y 
3 ounces less tape cables and connectors. 
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4. STRA\o;"}!AN DESIGN 
Consideration of the principal design alternatives as discussed in 
Section 3 above has led to the conclusion that the FIR Ge:Ga mosaic array 
should be constructed as an ensemble of transv~rse biased" linear subarrays, 
utilizing a NOS switch buffered access type of multiplexer and stressed as 
necessary by a preloadloc1 screw ram. The design concept detailed below {s 
specifically for a 7 x 7 pixel square array with apprbximately 0.04 inches 
square active ~reas on 0.045 inch centers for an 80% or greater fill factor. 
However because of its modular nature the design is readily extensible in 
either direction, the limits being set by the strength of structural materials, 
the size of suitably uniform Ge:Ga crystal material, and total thet~al power 
dissipation. 
4.1 Mechanical Assembly 
The following thermo-mechanical design goals for the physical con-
figuration of the array were established at the beginning of the design and 
trade-off study: 
• 
0 
e 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
The mechanical package must be capable stressing 
the detectors uniaxially to a value of 90,000 psi 
The array and electronics must operate at a tempera-
ture of 2 to 3 K with dissipation less than 100 ~W/ 
channel during readout. 
A low impedance thermal path must be provided between 
the electronics portion of the package and the tele-
scope cold station 
Construction materials must mdintain suitable mech~n­
ical properties at the low operating temperature 
The array position must be maintained during c60l-
down and after repeated temperature cycles 
The array must be baffled to prevent stray energy 
from falling on the active detector areas 
Array electronics must be located as clos~ as practical" 
to the detectors to minimize coupling capacitance 
The detector electronics subassemblies should be cap-
able of bein~; tested at the subassembly level 
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The array should be capable 0f disassembly for repair 
of replacement of compone'n-ts' 
The array frame should be able to accomroodate a cold 
stop and or baffling and should not vignette when used 
with a fast optical system, say f/l to f/l.S. 
The mechanical design which wris evolved is illustrated in Figure 17 
and detailed in the group of drawings which comprise Appendix J. An interface 
with the telescope cold station was assumed which mayor may not be realistic. 
However. the mounting can be modified during a detailed design without impact-
ing the basic concepts offered here. The recommended approach employs a rigid' 
frame ,dth a pressure foot (beam) for application of the force. The force is 
applied to the foot by means of a differential ram screw. Preliminary calcula-
tions (see Appendix H) indicated that the method would be feasible and a more 
detailed examination of the mechanical and thermal loads was performed on the 
resultant design to confirm this. Stress caluclations performed on certain 
portions of the design where excessive deformation was considered possible are 
included as Appendix H of this report. 
A segmented transverse electrode configuration is preferred over 
any monolithic transparent-electrode mosaic concept. The choice of loading, 
however, can be either along a row (module) of detector ele~ents or along a 
column, normal to the module ax:i.s. The latter was selected because it per-nits 
fabrication of the detector elements by cutting and polishing a rod, seven eie-
ments long (in this case), mounting it on the electronics substrate (a 0.005 
inch sapphire bo&rd), and wire electro-discharge-machinirig (EDM) the slots re-
quired to separate the rod into individual detector elements. The configuration 
of a mcdule is illustrated in Figure 18. 
The detect6r rod, bias cut ~n one side and polished on four sides, 
is metalized with nickel on the bottom and gold on the top and assembled to the 
substrate by soldering with indium to vacuum deposited titanium/nickel pads on 
the sapphire. The attachments also serve as signal connections for the seven 
detectors. The interconnect traces on the substrate are also vacuum deposited 
except the ID2terial is titanium/gold. Ti/nickel pads are utilized where sub-
sequent attachment with indium is required either because gold and many other 
metals form undesirable intermet31J.ic compounds with indium or because indium 
soldering would be difficult. Ti/gold is used for the electrical interconnects 
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to facilitate thermocompression or thermosonic bonding using gold wire betweery 
the devices and the subStrate. 
The bottom surface of each substrate is coated with Ti/Au followed 
by electroplated Au approximately .001 in. thick. This gold serves as a pressure 
pad to provide bias to ,the set of detect ..Jrs located on the next board down in the 
stuck. Elecrical contact with the det~ctors (for bias) is accomplished by the 
90 Kip stress when the boards are stacked because the force application is normal 
to the gold pad and compressed in the frame. By soldering the detectors on one 
side and making pressure contact on the other, the capability for disassembly 
is preserved. 
Prior to assembly Kovar connector pins, positioned on .050 in. centers 
are furnace brazed onto the substrate as show~ using copper/silver eutectic filler. 
During th~s operation, the pins are held precisely in position with a carbor, fix-
ture. The stray energy baffle should be made from alumina ceramic i,hich ha's been 
,metalized with Ti/Au on the surfaces facipg the detectors and with Ti/Ni where 
the baffle is to be attached to the substrate using indium solder. Fixturing 
will be required during the soldering operations for both the detector in5talla-
tion and the baffle. Finally, th? under surface of the substrate will be metal-
ized and plated with .002 to .003 in. of silver to provide a low impedance thermal 
path from the heat generating electronic devices and external interconnects on 
the upper surface of the substrate to a collecting thermal buss which then attaches 
to the cold station. 
Final assembly of the modules would involve attachment of the various 
multiplexer circuit chips using semi-cured epoxy film type adhesives to the sub-
strate followed by stitching with .001 gold wire between the devices and the in-
terconnecting traces which have been vacuum deposited on the boards. 
The completed detector/el~ctronics subassemblies would then be ready 
for testing with seven channels functioning and all of the circuitry accessable 
prior to assembly into the 49 element lnodule. In addition to the seven dete.ctor/ 
e.lectronics subassemblies an eighth board will be incorporated containing the 
clocking and other array-con~on electronic functions. The nosaie would then be 
assembled by plugging the subassemblies into the inter-connect board/tape cable 
assembly, one at a time to complete the eight board module. Fixturing can be 
provided to engage in the alignm~nt notches to ensure correct location of each 
board. The completed sub3ssembly is then installed in the housing. 
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Figure 17 precceding illustrates the assembly of the entire fucal 
plane. The housing which includes the pressure frame is fabricated from Invar 
36. The approximately 1600 lb. force on the detector airay is applied by means 
of a differential screw bearing on a tungsten carbide faced pressure foot which 
in turn applies the force to the detector/electronics module stack. The reaction 
is from a tungsten carbide bearn which in turn bears on the base of the frame. 
Assembly consists of inserting Detector/Electronics !-Iodule into the 
housing from the rear with the pressure foot held in its proper position and 
attaching the connector board to the frame with four 0-80 pan head stainless 
steel screws. The Detector/Electronics Board Alignment Pins are then inserted 
in the housing such that the straight shank portion of the pins engage alignment 
notches in the sides of the electronic substrate boards and in the pressure foot. 
These pins provide array alignment and also prevent buckling of the column of 
detectors because the pin keys to both the housing and into the substrate and 
pressure foot notches. 
The Force Screw is inserted so that the square end engages in the 
broached square hole in the housing. (The square prevents rotation when the 
differential screw is turned). A removable shim approximately .010 in. is then 
inserted between the pressure foot and the first board. The differential screw 
is then installed so that it simultaneously engages the threads on the housing 
and on the force screw. 
The differential screw is similar in appearance to a pipe bushing. 
Its internal threads are .375-33 a:'d the external threads are .500-32. Both 
threads are right hand and the pitch is selected such that a 3~00 rotation of 
the differential advances the force screw approximately 0.001 in net: 
1 1 External pitch - Internal ~i.tch = 32 - 33 .00095 
During assembly the differential is engaged with the .010 in. shim in place. 
After engagement, the shim is removed and the force screw will begin to apply 
pressure after approximately 10 turns. The total p.~ber of threads on the 
differential 00 is approximately 14 so that the last four turns will apply the 
force to the detector array. The housing design incorporates a hexagonal shape 
about the threaded section so that distortion \"i11 not occur dilring the pre-
loading. During initial set up, it is expected that a load cell would be tem-
porarily inserted in place of the detector module so that the ~ctual force/torque 
or force/turns relationship can be .established for the scre~1 system. 
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The last item in the assembly will be the installation of the 
thermal buss. This element is fashioned with a row of slots which engage the 
electronic substrate boards and 1s machined from fine silver to ~rovide maximum 
thermal conductivity. After it 1s slipped into position retaining ~crewsare 
passed through holes in the busses to engage in not~hes in the substrates. The 
retaining sciews are made of 303 CRES with a #1-72 thread at the bottom to en-
gage in the housin~. At the top a #3-56 Clamp Screw of 303 Cres is installed 
followed by a .096 in. long Invar 36 washer. The screw was sized to safely 
apply a pressure of 10,000 psi to the thermal pads on the substrates. Calcula-
tions (see Appendix G) indicate that a torque of 9 oz-in. on the clamping nut 
will provide the required 10,000 psi clamping pressure~7ith a resulting stress 
in the screw of approximately 9000 psi. The expansion compensation washer was 
determined to be .096 in. long which adjusts the thermal contraction of the 
screw system to the contraction of the detector/electronics modul(;. Thus, the 
clamping forces will be maintained frorJ room temperature do\o.'Jl to the array 
operating temperature. The other end of the thermal buss bolts directly to the 
telescope cold station to provide the least thermal resistance. 
4.2 Thermal Cbnductivity Considerations 
A thermal path to the cold station of the telescope which is inde-
pendent of the focal plane housing is considered essential for this array because: 
1. The heat sources are activ(~ devices which are 
located on the electronics subs~rates. Without 
such a dire· t thermal buss in this design the 
heat would be required to flow from the devices, 
through the sapphire to the germanium detectors, 
and even through up to six alternating layers of 
sapphire and germanium, a tungsten carbide anvil, 
an invar housing and finally through a bolted 
joint to the cold station. The unequal ~ath lengths 
for the seven detector rows could result in large 
temperature differentials between detectors and 
unacceptabl: high tt'l'lperatures for some of th(~ 
elements. 
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2. The thermal conductivity of nickel-iron alloys is quite low. 
Specific data was not located for the thennal 
conductivity of Invar 36, but representative 
conductivities for several other nickel alloys 
and the other array materials are listed below 
for comparison 
Material 
Monel 
3 & 7 eRES 
Silver 
Sapphire 
Germanium 
Conductivity at 2 K to 4 K, 
-1 -1 Watt em . __ ~K~ ______ . 
• 009 
.0025 
3-100 (Depending on purity) 
,15 
.05 
As indicated, the resistahce through the frame and 
through the germanium detectors 'would b~ poor, but 
conductivity from the device, through the sapphire, 
and through a silver buss would be excellent by com-
parison. ~ote however that in this temperature 
regime thermal conductivity values tend to be ex-
tremely dependent on material purity and tempera-
ture dependence is pronounced. 
For the above reasons a silver conduction path is included between the sapphire 
boards and the heat sink. Sivler is chosen because of its high thermal conduc-
tivity at 2-3 K and in order to a~hi2ve this high conductivity, the silver must 
be pure. 
The con~uction path consists of two paits. Each sapphire boatd is 
coated with .002 in. of silver on 'its underside. This coatJng picks up the heat 
dissipated on the board and conducts it over to one of two silver p~destals. 
The pedestal accepts heat from all seven sapphire boards which fit 
into slots in the pedestal and are clamped into place. All contacting areas in 
this joint must be clean. The pedestal then conduct~ the heat received from the 
boards down into the heat sink. 
The actual temperature difference achieved between detectors and the 
he;)t sink will depend on the purity of the silver and the clp.:lnlillC'ss of th(~ joi.nts, 
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It is estimated that with a total maximum heat lead on all eight sapphire 
boards of 80 milliwatts including conduction by the tape cables, t~e tempera-
ture difference can be kept below 0.1 K with this approach. 
Of a 17m\-! orbit average power dissipation budget at th.: 2K heat station 
of the SIRTF/MIC, the cabling woulj consume less than mW. A tape or collated 
cable of some 25 wires should be sufficient to access a 7 x 7 pixel array. (see 
Table 3 following for listing of electronic assignments). Though more difficult 
to work with than the more standard copper or constantan, nickel cables u~ual1y 
provide the best combination of thermal and electrical conductivity. Based on 
the data of Figure A (Curve #1) we would expect a thermal conductivity in the 
range of 0.5 to 0.8 H cm-I or lower for (impure) nickel wire or sheet in the 2K 
to lOOK range. A 0.0012 inch diameter (or equivalent) conductor heat stationed 
at 80K would provide a maximum 16 U\-!/ft- 1 load at 2K, or 0.2 m~ for a two foot 
long by 25-conductor cable, with electrical r~sistance less than 0.1 oh~s. A 
constantan cable of the same thermal conductance would exhibit an electrical 
resistance in excess of 500~ 
4.3 Electronic Design and Performance 
The multiplexer unit cell shown in Figure 12 above (Section 3.3.3) can 
be implemented in a variety of ways ranging from a discrete MOSFET chip hybrid 
to a custom IC. Since most qualified manufacturers of infrared detectors now 
have ready access to custom - MOS capability Aerojet would recommend the latter 
course for flight hard\,are implementation. Use of commer-cian), available chips 
,,"ould certainly be appropriate and more economi c3l for p'cel imin 'x;: technology 
demonstrations however. 
Major design issues which must be resolved include the design, location 
and architecture of the multiplexer address and readout electronics and the 
magnitude of the integration capacitance. 
~.3.1 Addressing Electronics 
For an operational array the ensemble of multiplexer unit cells 
(e.g. as illustrated in Figure 12) must be accompanied by a suitable set of 
addressing electronics (often referred to as "scanning electronics") which 
will provide the proper sequence of E~ABLE and RESET sigpsls. 
A multiplexer made up of unit cells as shown in Fig~re 12 rcqui(0S 
addressed sequences of both E~ABLE and RESET logic pulses. By providing an 
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REstT signal lin~s is eliminated, and a single RESET pulse train can suffice 
for the whole array. This revised unit cell is illustrated in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20. Pro?osc~ ~ultirlexer rnit Cell 
The \..·",·,'f,:rms then requir",d to o;,erate tht! \,,'hole array are sho\m in Figure 21. 
It is customary to generate these pulses using C~OS logic to con-
serve thermal power dissip3tio~. Recent Aerojet measurements for two 74C19] 
C~10S Cl'unt,~rs and three 74C15!. C>:0S dQcoJers totaled 15 ml' operated at 5K 
and 50 l'H;~. The s\dtchhb point (P-:\ de\'ice balGnct') of these lCs \-'85 vir-
tually unnffQcted by cooling to crYogenic t",mperatures ~hile the switching 
time - as measured by a ring oscillator stage delay - was reduced by about a 
fnctor of 3 by cooling. We conclude that C~0S can therefore be used fairlr 
freely under cryogenic conditions. 
On a monolithic two dimensional multiplexer, such as those used 
for larg0 silicon detector arrays and HgCdTe hybrids for example, it is desir-
able to incorporate on-chip "scanners". In this case however, \,here a single 
linear array multiplexer will be provided on each board, provision of separate 
scanners for eacll would he thermally untenable, and it is therefore proposed 
that R single set of scanners be provided with output signals distributed to 
the ilhli\'t(!U;1l arril~' h'ards via the "~other" board. 
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The scanner circuitry could be r.lounted on a separate on-focal-
plane board, located nearby at some intermediate cryo-cooled stage, or even 
incorporated in the external electronics. The interconnects required to 
operate arrays of 8 and 16 pixels pet: multiplexed channel are sUDUnarized in 
Table 3 for on- and off-focal-plane scanners. A binary decode type of on-
focal-plane address logic has been assumed her~ since this permits external 
selected access of columns on an'~s required'basis. If random access is not 
necessary, then a shift register or counter/decoder system with a strobe for 
frame initializing would permit a further small reduction in lead count. 
2 ? 
For modest sized arrays of 8 to 16- elements (say) the number 
of extra leads required for off-foca1-plane location of the scanners is not 
large. The small increase in thernal load from the additional cabling (sav 
0.1 m\'n is certainly preferred to the several m\{ po'>-'er dissipation of typical 
low power aIDS counter or decoder chips if operated continuously in standby 
or at low clock rates. In the case of a low duty-cycle system, turned on 
only during a small fraction of the orbit, or using burst readout at lo~ fra~~ 
rates, the orbit average of the scanner's dissipation ~ould decrease and the 
tradeoff equation could be reversed. For logistical convenience ho~ever, ex-
ternal electronics is c.::rtainly rt'cl);:'lr.lenued \,-here feasible. 
4.3.2 ~ultiplexer Charge Integration Capacity 
In a monolithic custom IC ~ultiplexer ~ith bump bonded monolithic 
detectors it is possible to reduce the node integration capacitance to the 
vicinity of 0.2 pf without making component devices so small that source 
follower gm or s~.,itch on-state conductance becomes an issue. lIm,'ever in the 
proposed Ge:Ga structure it is inevitable that the large detector (~ 0.3 pf) 
and interconnect pattern(s) on the circuit board (~ 0.1 pf say) will increase 
the minimum achievable capacitance, probably to more than 0.5 pf. 
The maximum detector bias for Ge:Ga is of the order of 2 to 5 r/c-m 
or 0.2 to 0.5 volts for the proposed 0.04 inch square device size. l!ir..her 
bias fields induce excess dark currents and noise due to impact ionization of 
the easily ionized gallium doping. Significant non-linearity ~ill result 
from debiasing the detectors if the integrated photo-current causes the 
node voltage excursion to approa~l\ saturation at the detector bias. For 
design purposes a 50 rnV upper limit is proposed (10 to 20% of the bias) allo~· 
-14 5 ing the accumulation of up to 2.5 x 1.0 amp-seconds 0,5 y. 10 electn'ns) 
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Table 3 Interconnects Required for Array Operation 
I 
Output Channels 
Interdigitated Grounds 
RESET Pulse 
RESET Pulse 
Reset Reference 
Det. Bias 
1 Drain Supply 
I 
I Addrt'ss Code 
j E~:ABLE 
l Scanner Supply Te::lp. Sensor 
Total 
'* 
On 
I 
Focal 
8 X ~ 
N 
N 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
~, 
3 
-
3 
~ 
1h2:; 
Plane Scanner Off-Focal 
16 X N 8 X N 
-N N 
N N 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
* 4 -
-
8 
3 
-
2 2 
14+2:~ 15+2:-< 
Plane Sca:1ner 
16 X N 
N 
N 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-
16 
-
2 
--
23+2~ 
Could be reduced to 2 (a strobe and clock) if random access to array columns 
is not required. 
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on the minimum 0.5 p[ capacitance. Assuming a modest detector responsivity 
in the vicinity of 5 A/W (see Figure 1 and also Appendix A), or 0.06 elec-
trons pet' photon at 100 flmt this represents an upper limit on the order of 
6 2 x 10 photons/sample for the dynamic range or approximately 4 seconds in-
S tegration at the 5 x 10 ph/pixel/sec maximum anticipated background flux. 
At longer integration times, or higher backgrounds the response would tend' 
to beLome excessively non-linear as the system saturated, though it should 
in principle remain ca1ibratab1e. Linear dynamic range could be extended 
by adding node capacitance but only at the expense of increasing system noise. 
Note that linear dynamic range cannot be increased by decreasing 
detector bias unless respo~~~ is itself superlinearly dependent on bias. 
4.3.3 Multiplexer Noise and Data Rates 
Two noise sources in the multiplexer set the basic lower limit 
on detection sensitivity. These are the reset kTC no~se and the wideband 
noise of the output source-follower which is double sampled in the external 
signal processing. Other possible multiplexer noise sources are random 
timing fluctuations which introduce small variations in the integration or 
reset intervals, and pot.;er supply variat ions which can cause clock and logic 
pulse amplitude variations. The latter can effect system nois~ when inserted 
into the signal channel by capacitive coupling. 
,\erojet [Ref lSJ has measured the noise and operat ing characteristics 
of typical P;'IOS transistors at temperatures down to less than 3K. Under these 
lowest temperature conditions noise was within a fa~tor of two of that me~sured 
at inore conventional cryo-}!OSFET temperatures (8-16K' say). For the ~1l04 test 
sample fQr example, which is rep~esentative of moderately good quality cryo-
PHOS (though not the ultimate state of the art), the noise spectrl:lm was domi-
nated by low frequencies by a l/f component of the approximate form 
-1/2 r.:-
n1/f(f) ~ Kf rms ~VjvHz 
where K = 2.5 
At high frequencies this merges into a dlite noise componpnt of amplitude 
approximately 
~~"v 1St!; 20 nV/JHz 
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To the \~hite noi.se of the MOSFET we must also add the noise (presumed white) 
of the signal processing pre-sampling circuits. The syst~m bandwidth will be 
limited at some frequency f by the sampling electronics. 
a 
Referring to the noise model of Section 3.3.1 above the rms out-
put noise of a unity gain double sampling system of differential delay T, and 
with these MOSFET noise components as input, is of the form 
00 
= f (K1.f"' 00-1\:' )(.1.. S ..... lt' fQ.1;)'"(, .. (lf4\.f' eJf 
o 
where the second and third terms are the effective transfer functions of the 
double sampling and bandwidth limiting circuits elements respectively. The 
noise equation may be recast in the form 
where the dimensionless parameter a = 2 1:f T on which the l/f term depends 
a 
'is the dlfferential delay T expressed as a number of system response time 
constants. Cle,.rly response will be attenuated (and sensitive to timing 
errors) unless a is large enough that the system can respond completely to 
the reset operation at the input. 
These integrals are solvable in the form [Ref 19] 
~ 1.":. K 1.. { e.- ll. IS I ( 0. ) - e,- C\. E: l 0) .,.. ~ 1..08 0.. + 2. 'l5 J 
+ 7t fa. n~ (1_ e,-o../'I') 
where y ( = 0.5772 ..... ) is the Euler~Mascheroni constant and El (x) a.nd Ei(x) 
are the standard exponential integral functions. These functions maybe evalu-
ated from tabulations (e.g. Ref. 20) or, for large values of a, by using the 
asymptoti.c expansions yielding 
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For a = 2 the rms value of the l/f noise term is 1.49K while for a s 4 to 20 
it climbs slowly from 1.94 to 2.67. Since the measured signal response will 
-a . 
vary as (l-e ) a value near a = 2 would be optimum in the absence of the white 
noise term and neglecting the noise impact of random errors in the value of T. 
In practise a somewhat higher value is probably preferred to ensure settling 
after reset. 
Based on the MI04 data a total l/f noise of the order of ~ rms ~V 
should be observed for a ~ 4. For the MI04 with a capacitance near 0.8 pf, 
the l/f term would be equivc;lent to an rms noise integration sample as small 
as 
(Slf.ID- h )('0"1 lo-'~2 
(I . 6 )( 10 -1'1) 
In a custom multiplexer with lo~er capacitance the noise will likely be greater. 
A rule of thumb used at AESC to predict probable noise levels for a FET tech-
nology is that Kc 3/ 2 is constant and for a smaller 0.2 pf device (0.5 pf total) 
we might expect up to 50 e/s from the l/f term. The "white" noise component, 
including contributions from the signal processing electronics, will generate 
an equivalent sample noise of the form 
which for a 0.5 pf and nH = 20 nV/Fz is approximately 
For a T = 5 ~sec sample delay time (requiring a system ~andwidth 
f = 130 KHz for a = 4) ,,'hite noise sourcES will contribute approximately 25 rms 
a 
electrons to the san.~ling noise. The contribution is already small and tht"!re 
is therefore no compelling reason to attempt to use longer values of correla-
tion delay in order to reduce f. Note that the l/f component depends only on 
a 
the relative value (a) and not on the absolute values of f and T. 
·a 
Substantially longer values of delay time may un~ecessarily com-
plicate the design of the sample-and-hold circuitry. Shorter delay times 
requiring faster response ball<.!,ddth would not only tend to jucrease the \"hite 
noise contribution unnecessar~ly, but would also increase the line-driving 
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capability required of the multiplexer. A 50 t6 100 pf cable capacitanc~ 
is likely and for a typical 2 to 3 Kohm multiplexer cell output impedance 
(l/gm) achieving better than 1 }lliz bandwidth would require additional on-
focal plane line-drivers and their attendant pO\~er dissipation. In the SIRTF 
application where overall data rates are low there is no compelling reason 
to stress this design area. 
The kTC or reset noise originates in the Johnson noise of the 
resistance of the reset circuit. The temperature T in the reset noise equa-
tion 
-... 
ii.,e / e. 
therefore refers to the effective channel temperature in the reset }lOSFtf 
switch "'hlch will clearly be greater than the nominal focal plane temperature. 
Guessing at an effective value of T in the 10 to 20 K range ~e would expect 
the reset noise contribution to be of order 
~4r ~ 50 to 75 rms electrons 
The total noise from fundame~tally unavoidable noise sources will 
be of order 
This is well within the design objective derived in Section 2 (Figure 1). 
Note that these noise soerces are independent of sampling rate. Additional 
noise sources may be manifest however, depending on the system design and 
operational details. RandoR timing errors and ~ower supply stability are 
clearly potential contributors. 
Unless grossly awry, timing drift will show up as noise only to 
the extent that integrated flux is present and will thus be akin to g-r noise 
except that it will be directly proportional to integrated flux rather than 
to its square root. Timing error contributions can arrisc from varying in-
tegration intervals and from varying correlation delay in the sampling ~ircuits. 
At the highest background levels (5 x 105 p/sec/pixel) and at the 
nominal 5 frames per second address rate the total integrated photon count is 
') 
10- per sample and since the quantum yield of a typical Ge:Ga detector (~ A/W 
at 100 Urn say) is not likely to be much better than 6~ of the stored charge 
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4 
will be greater thun 10 electrons/sample. A 0.1% clock and timing stability 
which should be readily achievable would ensure that contributions from this 
source remain negli3ihle compared with g-r and system noise even at extended 
integration times. 
The sample amplitude measured after a delay of (a) system response 
time constants after reset is a fraction (1 - e-a ) of the full value. If clock 
or one-shot delay instabilities cause the value of (a) to fluctuate an apparent 
noise source will be generated. Similarly as for integr~tion interval errors 
we woul~ wish to keep the effective signal fluxtuations to less than 0.1% -
that is 
-~ 
For large values of a this reduces to a re~uirement 
10 O'I.f!> o. -3 
-~ 10 
For a nominal value a • 4 ~3 CUSl Je no gteatcr than 1/20 implying approxi-
mately 1% stability in the de13y interval. At a = 5 the requirement is re-
laxed to about 7%. 
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5 CO;-':CLUS IONS A:·m RECOl-1:!ENDATIONS 
We have concluded, as a result of this study. that physically an 
optimum mosaic design for Ge:Ga detectors must differ substantially from 
the approaches currently in vogue for extrinsic silicon devices, but that 
stressed Ge:Ga mosaic arrays of several hundred pixels are feasible. A 
design consisting of stacked linear array modules, laterally biased is pre-
ferred for Ge:Ga to provide optimum responsivity, to control crosstalk, 
and to permit uniaxial stressing of the detectors to extend long wavelength 
spectral coverage. Electrically however the switched MOSFET multiplexer 
used for large Fllicon on silicon hybrid arrays remains the preferred read-
out method for Ge:Ga detectors. The modular array architecture of the latter 
rendtrs the efficiency of on focal plane address scanners doubtful. For arrays 
2 
up to 16 elements off focal plane scanners will be preferred. 
A drawing package for a 7 x 7 element version of the design is attached 
as Appendix J, and the important design and performance parameters are sum-
marized in Table 4. Such an array should be capable of meeting all of the 
established performance requirements. 
1n arriving at this point design concept certain assumptions and/or 
extrapolations were made that should certainly be substantiated by measure-
ments prior to committing to a detailed focal plane desi.gn. Among the most 
important of these are 
• The bevelling of detector to promote internal 
reflection and quantum efficiency enhancement 
• Intermittent activation for burst readout of 
the array at very low frame rates a~d temperatures. 
Additionally certain design concepts were rejected, or e.xcluded a pri.ori on 
the basis that the underlying technologies were not sufficiently developed 
that reduction of the concepts to practise could be anticipated with any 
assurance. Among the technologies in which progress should b~ monitored for 
potential impact in opEning up new alternative design approaches we may 
identify 
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TABLE 4: CONFIGURATION AND PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
ARRAY CONFIGURATION 
(9 Array Size 
~ Pixel (Detector) Size 
~ Stress Loading 
G Electrical Interface 
~ Thermal Interface 
DETECTOR CONFIGURATION 
o Material 
o Doping Density 
o Counterdoping 
o Absorption Length 
MULTIPLEXER CONFIGURATION 
o Address Scanners 
o Output Channels 
o Node Capacitance 
o S/F MOSFET 
. 0 EN MOSFET 
o R/S, R/S EN MOSFET 
OPERATING REQUIREMENTS 
o' Array Temperature 
o Scanner Voltages 
c> Detector Bi as 
~ Drain Supply 
• Reset Reference Voltage 
-----_. 
Stacked Linear Arrays 
7 x 7 pixels on 0.045 inch centers 
0.040 inch x 0.040 inch (80% fill) 
Preload Ram Screw 
32-pin Connector terminating 
30 x 0.00125 in 0 x 24 in (or TBD) 
Nickel Collated Cable 
TBD inch 2 at <2.4K 
Lateral Bias Extrinsic Photoconductor 
p-type Gallium Doped Germanium (Ge:Ga) 
2 x 1014 to 3 X 101~ Ga/cm3 
t0 11 (::i: 30 %) N/cm3 
2mm with lSc Bevel 
-
S\1; tched PM OS Sou\"ce Followers 
CMOS Extern al 
7 (7 pixels /channel) 
O.5pf to 0, 8pf (incl. HUX 0.2pf, 
Det O.3pf ) 
Vth ~ Vds :s 5V, Ids'\, 100;; A , 9m:.300,.,S 
RON ~ 10;oh,1s, ROFF~' 1()1~ ohms, V th '" 2V 
RON ~ 10 5 OhlllS , ROFF :.101~ ohms, Vth '" 2V 
~2.5K at Detectors, ~2.4K at thermal 
sink 
+3V/-5V 
Variable 200 to SOOmY 
OV 
Variable -0.2 to +0,1"1 
1% Reg. low freq 
& ~ lO,lY JRi. at 
f~ 30 KHz 
o Frame Timing lnstabil ity & ~O.l~: 
Drift 
o Sample Correlation Time 
L-.. 
62 
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TABLE 4: ARRAY CONFIGURATION & PERFORMANCE SUM~'ARY (Cont.) 
PERFORMANCE 
o NEP (~max) - Broadband 
- Low f « fs 
o Wavelength Range 
o Detector Dark Resistance 
o Responsivity (Peak) 
- Gain (ac & dc) 
- Quantum Efficiency (In Band) 
o Multiplexer Noise (wideband) 
o Maximum Linear (5S) Signal 
o Dynamic Range (max SIN) 
o Minimum Frame Time 
o Naximum Frame Time (for 10:: of 
saturation) 
o Crosstalk - Optical 
o Crosstalk - Electronic 
o Then-nal Power Dissipation 
- Cables 
- Mux Cell s 
- Scanner 
o Weight Excluding Tape Cables 
<8 X 10- 16 f nns watts 
- s ~1.1 x lO-liFs rmS 'W/JHz 
40-120 ~m (to 200 ~m with 90 Kpsi 
loading) 
~1014n (design goal at 2.5K) 
~4 f>./W 
~ 20:s 1 nG ~ 0.05 el/photon ~ 25~!' J 
~200 rms el/sample (~4xl03ph) 
1.5 x 10 5 el/sample (~3xl0;ph) 
~103 
60 ~secs approx. (fs =: 1 6 ".tps) 
Depends on Flux but ?5.c. design goal 
for dark resistance limited system 
~.P 
~3% 
~1 n1'l/ I 
7x500 ~w = 3.5 m0 during readout only 
11 Off Foca 1 Pl ane 
3 oz. appro,. l 
62A 
, 
• low tempereture CCO multiplexers in alternative 
materials such as GaAs. 
• Impurity band versions of Ge:Ga, Ge:Sb or Ge:B 
detectors and epitaxial gr2wth of germanlum by 
CVD or MBE methods. 
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APPENDIX A 
ANALYTICAL DESCRIPTION OF GE:GA PHOTORESPONSE 
The literature on Ge:Ga, particularly as it pertains to its perfol~ance 
as an infrared detector, is both fragmented and frequently in apparent con-
flict. With very few exceptions reported measurements on any given device are 
extremely limited in scope and in many cases test conditions have been incom-
pletely defined. A similar situation existed in the late 60s for the shorter 
wavelength Ge:Cu, Ge:Cd and Ge:Hg devices and the then nascent extrinsic 
silicon materials. 
A theoretical and semi-empirical modelling framework has subsequently 
evolved by which the performance of the latter can be accurately described 
over a wide range of operating condiU0ns and detector geometries, and resolv-
ing most of the apparent discrepancies. Though developed at' i\bout the same 
time that the germanium devices were being almost totally superceded by silicon 
it has nevertheless been observed that the same general framework applies in 
both cases. In fact the crucially important first identification of secondary 
time constant response phenomena with the internal space charge relaxation 
mechanism was made by R. l. Wi1li~ms (A9) in connect1on with Ge:Hg. 
Aerojet has attempted to analyze the available photodetector data for 
Ce:Ga within the framework of the silicon electro-opt.ical performance model. 
resolving many of the apparent discrepancies in the data base in the process. 
Based upon this analysis parametric models of detector performance as a func-
. . 
tion of device geometry. and doping and cOllnterdoping concentrations has been 
performed, leading to recommended configurations and value ranges for these 
key parameters. 
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AI. Opt 1 cal Perfonnanc~ 
The optical performance of 10w-backgr'ound Ge:Ga can be described well 
analytically. 
The optical cross section of gallium dopant in germanium is well des-
cdbed by 
a(A) ~ A8/l ( A _ A)1/4 
c 
where 0 is the optical cross section (cm2/atom) 
A is the wavelength 
Ac is the cutoff wavelength (determined by the energy level) 
( 1 ) 
(This form is characteristic of As and Bi in silicon. but it is not 0 universal 
law.) For Ae = 125 ~m and a peak cross section of 0pk = 9xlO· 15cm2 at 115 ~, 
pronortionality (1) yields optical cross sections frOM 50 1m to oeak that are 
within 12% of thos~ given in the Statement of Work (PR SPT-2459. Dec. 4. 1979).* 
Also. at 8.3 urn proportionality (Dpredicts 1.5xl0- 17 cm2 , which compares favor~ 
ably with 2xl0~17cm2(O.02cm-l for lOlSGa/cm3 ) rneasul'ed at 77°V- by Ne\oJTlan and 
Tyle.' (Phys. Rev. lOS, p. 885~8S6, Feb. 1,1957). Therefore, it appears we 
have a good description of the optical absorption properties of Ge:Ga. 
Quantum efficiencies surrrnarized ;n Table AI computed with the Aerojet ana-
lytical model (assuming A = 95 vm) usually agree well with measured values re-
ported by Haller, Hansen, and Hubbard (A~ (which measurements were close to 
95 ~m, except where stated, though they do not report wavelength). 
The analytical model for quantum efficiency, including such related con-
siderations as optical crosstalk and the effect of inducing total internal 
reflections to substitute for placing the detector in an integrating cavity, 
are described in detail in Appendix B following. 
*5Oi'1ie sel~iemp;ricaiextraP01aticn$ from doped-silicon technology suggest the 
peak cross section for d p-type dopant with Ac = 125 ~m in gennanium should 
be around 0pk ~ lO·I·cmz. 
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· Table AI-ComJ?arison of ~Ieasured and .~..alculated Quantum Efficiell5:.Y. 
Detector Heasured Q. Eo 
- . 
Calculated Q. E. 
LBl 583-4.8 Not reported 12 . 9 ( 3 .4 at 51 um) 
lBl 108-8.2 ",4(25%**) 3.2(64 um) 
lBl 108-8.2 7.5(8.5**) 7.2 
lBl 112-15.8 "-50 29.1 
lBl112-18.0 25 32.1 
lBl 112-21.0 23 21.7 
Hoboken 41B-122 5 12.3 
*U. ArizonallOther measurements by U.C. Berkeley) 
**Value originally reported. before reevaluation. 
A2. Electrical Performance 
The electrical performance is not yet describable to the accuracy of the 
optical performance, and it cannot be so describable unless the counter-doping 
density in each detector is known. 
The lifetime is describable to a good approximation by 
T=_l_= E 
eNc KN c 
(2) 
where Nc is the counter-doping density. and the ccinstant K is not yet well 
knOl-In for Ga in germanium. Martini and McMath (AIO) give data for Ge:Ga implying 
2-5 x 10-4V-cm2/sec for fields of 200 to 2000V/cm (temperature ~nspecified). 
but no data for fields of order lV/cm. The present best estimate of K is 
K = 4.8xlO- 3T- 4V-cm2/sec. where T is in Kelvins. 
The mobil ity components are presently computed as follows: 
lattice 
1 • 5 
1 T 
\-I l :: '3.TxlC)7 
A3 
(3a) 
.. 
i 
i 
\ 
,\ 
I 
1------·" 
I 
I 
wI 're 
Charged Carriers (Conwel1-Weisskopf) 
_1_ = Nt ~n (l + 8.0 x 108 T2 N
c
-213) 
~c 1.68 X lOis r}'s 
·Neutrals 
1 
-= 
Carrier-Velocity.Limit 
1 E 
-:-
T is temperature (K) 
Nc is counter-doping density (atom/cm') 
v* is carrier velocity limit (em/sec) 
E is electric field (V/cm) 
. t''''''~VI '" t"\}.:/VI 
(3b) 
(3c) 
(3d) 
At present we are linearly adding the reciprocal mobilities of Equations 
3a to 3c and then root-sum-squares (rss) adding Lquatfon 3d. 
. , 
., 
I 
, . 
• ''"':''''''t '" "':'V.I'II 
Table All-Summary of Photoconductive Properties of Ge:Ga 
PARAMETER 
----
Cutoff wavelength, Ac 
Peak optical cross section, 0pk 
Single-surface reflectance, Pl 
Recombination parameter, K = eE 
Optimum doping density, Nd 
Minimum achievable counterdoping, 
Nc min 
Maximum bias field 
Carrier velocity 1 irnit, v* 
Dielectric relaxation ratiot max 
fRepresents ratio of DC-to-AC response. 
A3. Smal1-Signal PhotorespOllse Model 
BEST VALUE 
125 IJm 
9 X 10- 15 cm 2 
36% 
4.8xlO-3r-4V-cm2/sec 
2 X 1 01 ~ Ga/cm! 
4 X 1010 atom/em' 
IV/em 
7 X lot em/sec 
< 1 04 
PROBABLE FACTOR 
OF UNCERTAINTY 
1.1 
1.3? 
1.04 
3 
1.5 
3 
depends on Nc 
2 
3 
The model for small-signal photoconductive gain in silicon has been 
compared with limited data Jvailable on several different Ge:Ga photoconduc-
tors, and agreemer.t is good more often than not. C. M. Parry (All) has shown 
that for signals small compared with dc background that photoconductive gain 
may theoretically be repl ~sented by 
A5 
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where 
sinh k3~ (1 - ek~l) ek3l 
k3~ ~k~L _ ek3L 
sinh k.~ (1_ek3l)ek~L 
+ e - k" x 0. __ -..:. .  __ -:---:--_~_ 
k~6 ek3L _ ek"L 
(Note that xl<lxzl always.) 
IjJ(f) = 
(l + i 21T fro) (l + i 21T h ) p 
fo = 
fl = ...J:lkT qP-
~ = ..-SY.. 2kT 
1 
1'1 :: --,-
~po 
E: C 
= 
1 + i2rrh 
1 
_VJJ=-__ 
Kpo 
(hole 1 ifetime) 
(ionized-acceptor lifetime) 
Reoort #691)7 
(5) 
(6a) 
(6b) 
(6c) 
(6 d) 
(5 e) 
(6 f) 
(7 a) 
(7 b) 
:;; o r l' ----P (dielectric relaxation tim~) (7 c) q\JPo 
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and ao ;s ionized acceptor concentration due to counterdoping (f.e .• same as 
counterdoping dp.nsity) 
d ;s optical depth of the detector 
f is frequency 
k is Boltzmann's constant (leV/ll.605 K) 
Po is ionized acceptor concentration due to photon and thermal generation 
(usually po«ao ) 
q is 
Xo is 
Xl is 
-19 
electron charge (1.6022 x 10 coul) 
the center-of-illumination distance (O<xo<L) 
a screening length for one electrode (x=O) 
* X2 is a measure of the screenins length for the other electrode (x=L) 
E is bias field (E = V/L) 
G is photoconductive gain 
L is interelectrode spacing 
T is temperature ( K) 
V is bias voltage 
e is recombination-rate coefficient (e=K/E) 
C is pennHtivity of free space (8.8542 x 1O-14farad/cm) 
e is dielectric constant r 
n is quantum efficiency 
K is a recombination coefficient (often more nearly constant than 8) 
~ is mobil i ty 
t is lifetime (various subscripts. per Equations 7) 
~ is photon flux (photon/cm1sec) 
6 is the half-width of the illumination 
For full illumination of the detector. x = 6 = L/2; so that Equation 5 
becomes 
(8) 
*May be positive or negatrve:-
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If thermal generation is negligible. 
Po = '$ ~ to 
At low voltages and lowest frequencies, including de. Fl 
is a very small negative number. Thus 
Gllo-f) = G(dc) ~ ~Y10 
L2 
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(9) 
= - & wh,' h L ' , c 
(10) 
For very high voltagc' it can be shown from Equations 6 and 9 that 
(11 ) 
h k L - 1 fo ~) were ~ - '2 f 1 ¢' • For lowest frequencies (de. or 2rrf«1_), ~ = 1.0, and so 
11 from Equation 4. 
G (dc) - 1 .-9.1!.L 
- 2 ('; £ K 
- 0 r 
(12 ) 
1 1 In the mid-frequency range (ac, -.; «2rrf«-l' ). 1Ji ~ 't It ~ and so from Equation 4, 
'p ~ 1 P 
L2 
G(ac) ~ 0.5 - 6~~ ~ 0.5 (13 ) 
The ratio of dc-tJ-ac photoconductive gains at very high v('1tages is therefore 
the ratio of Equa~ions 12 and 13. 
GJ9~ ~ !l.. G~ 'p .. .JlliL £ F.: K o r (14 ) 
While Equation 14 is usually vi~wed as a ratio of the ionized-impurity and di-
el~ctric-relaxation time constants. it is easily seen here that it may alter-
natively be viewed as a ratio of carrier and dielectric-relaxation velocities. 
For typical values ('; ~16. K ~ lO·4Y-cm2/sec and ~E <107cm/sec it can be shown 
that Equation 14 is ~imited to the order of 104. In-practice. such ratios are 
not achieved due to volta~e breakdown. 
,'\8 
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computations of photoconductive gain have been made for Ge:Ga as a 
function of bias voltage and frequency, and they are shown in Figures Al 
and A2 (note differences in mean wavelengths). The principal inaccuracy 
should be due to the poorly-known value of K = SE, which is here taken to be 
(15) 
(Neither K nor S is normally independent of electric field, E but K tends to 
* . be more nearly constant at moderate and high fields.) Eugene Haller's (AS) 
very-low-counterdoping-density material (~4xlOlOatom/cmS), 583-4.8. would 
exhibit a slope of 2.0 in Figure A2, particularly in the vicinity of lV/cm 
bias field (Vb = O.IV). If its peak responsivity at 4.2 K is between 6 and 
110 amp/watt, it would imply between about 3xlO-~ and I.SxlO- sV-cm 2/sec. 
Another detector, LBL 112-15.8, also exhibits slope 2 near O.3V/cm, and a 
steeper slope at higher fields. (Both detectors approach constant S near 
a.IV/cm bias field.) 
However, SBRC material of doping and counterdoping densities ostensibly 
-3 
close to those of 583.-4.8 more nearly approximate constant S. about 3xlO 
cm3/sec at 2.5 K and 1.6xlO-4cm3/see at 3 K, up to about lV/em bias*t 
Above this field at 3 K there may be some suggestion of transition towards con-
stant K. If these data are correct, it also imp1es an exceptionally great 
temperature dependence for Band K, much worse than suggested in Equation 15. 
On the other hand, if Moore's data for dc response are accurate also at 1Hz, 
implying f\4xlo- 4cm3/sec, then the dependence of Equation 15 apfJears reasonable. 
A compendium of low-temperature Ge:Ga detector measurements is given in 
Table AlII. Calculations and measurements of responsivity, quantum efficiency 
and photoconductive gain are compared. The counterdoping density was measured 
only for the SBRC detector. Thus, it is possible the true value of K should be 
a factor of 3 higher than Equation 12, which correspondingly the estimated 
*~1. Martini and T .A. McMath (~show for Ge:Ga the field-de;Jendence of B 
between 200 and 2000V/cm B decreased from 8xlO-7 to 2xlO- 7cm/sec, while K 
varied about 3xlO--V-cm/sec b'y a factor of two. No low field data ~Iere re-
ported. 
**W. J. Moore, Final Technical Report, Part I~ Gallium-Doped Gsrmanium, Eval-
uation of Photoconductor&; NASA CR-152,222 (NRL Memorandum Report 3939), 
April 12, 1979. 
A9 
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counterdoping densities of the other detectors would be reduced by the samp. 
factor. 
One nearly-complete set of experimental measurements is available for 
three detectors from a single Ge:Ga crystal, #112. These measurements are 
compared with corresponding calculations in Table AlII. (For Ge:X crystals 
with unknown counterdoping denSity, it is being assumed 3xl011 atom/cm3 near 
the seed end. which E.E. Haller suggests is typical for growths from graphite 
crucibles. Equation 15 is also assumed. While the mean wavelength could vary 
slightly with absorption depth. this variation is ignored. All other param-
eters are fixed by the experiment.) The agreement between calculations and 
measurements is unexpectedly good, particularly because the signal was roughly 
an order of magnitu~e more intense than the background. The cigreement con-
stitutes good confirmation of the val"iclity of the small-signal model above. 
The agreement between calculations and measurements in all of Table AlII is 
* good more often than not. However, the inconsistency of the quantum-efficiency 
measurements for the SBRC 4-581-1 detector remains to be 'explained. 
The wide variance for the two U. Arizona measurements of 108-8.2 remains 
to be explained, inasmuch as no difference in experimental conditions has yet 
been uncovered. Calculations agree with only one of the two sets. 
Agreement for the Hoboken material is unacceptably poor. Perhaps the 
counterdClpingdensity exceeds 10'2n .. atom/cm3. 
Agreement for the Aerojet detector and for Eugene Haller's 583-4.8 material 
is good to excellent. Also for 108-17.9. ·1 
Overall. comparison of calcu'lations and measurements reasonably confirms 
the validity of the computatio~al method for design of low-background Ge:Ga 
focal planes. 
*We may describe as "good" resporsivities and quantum efficiencies which agree 
within a factor of 1.5 and photoconductive gains whiCh agree within a factor, 
of 2. 
A10 
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A4. Analytical Predictions 
Analytical predictions of detector perforolance have been made in accordance 
with the method outlined above. (Slight approximations have been made for the 
complex arithmetic.) Eugene Haller's #583-4.8 material has been taken as the 
~tandard of high-quality material. A discrete parallel-electrode detector lmm 
thick has been arbitrarily selected for photoconductive-gain computations. For 
a cold-body spectrum. computations of photoconductive gain as a function of fre-
quency. for several blas voltages. are shown in Figure AI. The rise in gain at 
low frequencies results from dielectric relaxation; it is a memory effect, and 
it can be minimized by reducing the ac photoconductive gain to around 0.37 (or 
less). For a hot-body spectrum similar data are shown in Figure 2 as a function 
of bias voltage for several frequencies. The lower set of curves (Nc=4X1011 
atom/cm3) shows the poorer performance expected ~,ith materials grown from graph'ite 
. crucibles. If memory effect is detj-ii::ental in a particular application, it may 
b~ better to reduce the bias field towards 0.5V/cm. 
Computations of 100 \..1m responsivity have been made for similar material 
(2.0xl014Ga/cm3) in both lateral-electrode and monolithic configurations. 
Monolithic arrays should be able to approach 10 amp/watt peak responsiv;ty, 
while lateral-electrode (L = 0.5mm) detectors should be ab1e to exceed it. 
Bevelled detectors could ~'rovide sufficient optical enhancement to 
approach 25 amp/watt. If memory effects are excessive with the optically-en-
hanced detectors, a reduction of bias field would mini~ize them while still 
yielding better response tha~ with the standard lateral-electrode configuration. 
E.g., at 0.5V/cm bias field the x4.5 optical~y-enhanced detector, 3mm long. 
would still yield 17.2 amp/watt around 1kHz, ~i;~h only a 3% memory effect (more 
response) at 2.5Hz. though with nearly 200% more at O.lHz or dc. Backgrounds 
lower than 2xl08photon/cm2-sec would proportionately lower the frequency at 
which memory effect becomes significant. Quantl:m efficiency for a 3mm optically-
enhanced detector at 100 Lor;) would be 59%, compared w'ith 31% fOr the standard 
configuration; at 40 ~m they would be 19.6% and 5.2% respectively. 
For the standard lateral-electrode configuration a 3mm-long detector would 
be BLIP for an NEP of 8.2xlO·· 18v:attllHZ. ('f.10- 16watt/.m7 is required.) Thus, 
it seems evident tlat adequate det.ector performance will be achievable, vlhi1e 
allowing considerable flexibility of design. 
!l, 11 
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APPENDIX B 
OPTICAL EFFICIENCY & CROSSTALK 
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Bl GE~ERALIZr!) ~IODEL rOI~...QUA"';Tnl EFFICIENCY ,\.';D CROSSTALK 
The transmission of the iront surface is (1 - ( 1). where r 1 is 
the reflectance of the front surface (about 36%, except far from nor~al 
incidence). Each pass through a df'tector of thickness, d. will tra-
verse .an oblique path of s .. d/cos'), yielding an absorption of 
1 - e -u.s where.;J. = ~ 00,) is the absorption coefficient in em- 1• 
x 
For normal incidence the total absorption (quantum efficiency) 1n the 
detector will be 
!l = (1 - r 1 ) G - e - ;,~ f + r 2 ~ - :(s + r 2 r 1 e 
(1 - r 1) [1 - e -'5] (1 + r..,c -·'5) 
-2:\5 1 - r 1r 2c 
.. ) 
(1) 
For non-nor::1al incidence C·:: 'f 0), the qu:mtum efficiency and ":1'055-
ta lk shculd be rc?resented by trancated series of the fom of. Equation l. 
Define j', the nu~ber of optical double-passes in travelling a lateral 
distance X, 
(2) 
Then the. nur::ocr d complete coublc:-passes Gay be jefincd as 
j ,. Int Ci') ( 33) 
and the remaining fraction as 
,5 ... Frac (j') 
For 5 < 0.5 the final (fractional) pass will be in the direction 
of incidence, v:hi.1c for n> 0.5 it wi 11 bl' back towards the direction of 
incid0.nce. The absorption rna:" then be expresst!d as 
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L 
+ ~(S) 
where the absorption of the fraction pass is 
-2j::.s r ( , "1 .. r j r j e e - 2 ~) )'si 1 2 Ll 
.J' o ~ 
... -~~ r j r j -2j-..ls h - e 
1 2 e L 
., 
+ j j+l -(2j+l)',s (,'-1 -(2~. - l),si 
r 1 r:> e - e :-. 0.5 '. - L _. 
The .:In;:le-fro::l-nor~!al in the detector, e, is re lated to the anl;le-o:'-
incicence in vacuum, 8', by 
(!.a) 
(4b) 
sin e = 1. sin .~, (S) 
where in n ~ germanium cryogenic n - 3.98. 
Qu~nt\J:,l efficiency can, in principl~, be deter:~ineJ frc::; an 1I1t,;:;r3-
tion of Equation 4 over all angles of incidence and all points of 
incidence (weighted according to a distribution determined by the upstrea~ 
optics). Crosstalk contributions could similarly be detur~ined by 
differences of Equation 4 for X2 's and Xl's. 
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B-2 ANALYTICAl,. SI:'!PLIFICATIO~;S 
For many computational purposes, Equations 2 .• 5 are w\duly 
cumbersome. For incidence angles, e', up to 30 - 40°, Equation 5 
may be approximated by 
6=9'/n (6) 
with less than 5 - 1Oi. error. For no more than another 1% error, 
tan e in Equation 2 may be 'replaced by 8 expressed in radians (or 
iT 2/180 if expressed in degrees). For j »1 an enormous simplifi-
cation may be achieved in Equation 4 by smoothing the fractional 
contrib~tion, ~. 
n = (l - (7) 
with j = j' - X nX 2d6 .::. 2d6' (8) 
and s ~ d/cose .::. d (1 + e2/2) ~ d (9) 
Equation 9 yields an error no greater than 1.5%. Thus, Equations 2-5 
are greatly simplified, including the elimination of Equation 3. 
The greatest error in absorption, n. would occur for x ~ 0, 
where Equation 7 remains finite, but such a case already defies the 
j » 1 condition. 
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B-2 QUA:-:TL':-I EFFICIE:-lCY "'.\"D CROSSTALK 
The effective quantum efficiency of the detector, n. is now 
determined by an int.egration over the distances and incidence-angles 
of interest. For Cartesian coordinates and a weight:l.ng function, 
n(O,x,y,~) w(e,x,y) dy dx dO 
w(8,x,y) dy dx dO 
while for polar coordinates 
J8mo Jrr21 )'o2~ n(e,r,~,~) w(8,r,0)rd0 dr dS nO,) "" ____ ~ __ 
J
0
m ;r2 J2" w(8,r,Q)rd0 dr dO 
o r 1 ;) 
(lOa) 
(lOb) 
where e is the maximum incidence angle provided by the optics. Tn most 
-m 
- practical c~ses the weighting function in Equation lOb will be indepen-
dent of 0; so that integrati(~ may be replaced by 2w. F6r an extcrided black-
body source, 'w(0) = cosOsinB, with the first term due to projectQd area 
and the second due to solid ang Ie. 
For quantum-efficiency computations with Equation 10, ~l = Yl • r 1 = O. 
For crosstalk computations, these lower-limit dimensioLls are finite, as 
determined from the deteCtor dimensions. 
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B3 CROSSTALK CO~'1PlJTATIONS 
---------_ ..... _.-
Computations of crosstalk have been made for optically-enhanced 
Ge :Ga detectors and are shown in Figure BL. (These computations were 
made ray-at-a-time according to the pattern of Equations 1 - 5, but 
with modification for an average 4.Sx enhancement of the first optical 
pass only.) It is easily seen that at all angles the .initial pass 
attenuates to about 37% of its initial absorption rate, while after the 
first reflection at x ~ xl it attenuates very rapidly. Since less than 
15% of the total absorption occurs after the first reflection, and since 
it atte'nuates very rapidly thereafter, it can be neglected for most pur-
poses. Thl!s, crosstalk to the adjacent detector may be comptlted by 
,~ 5!~ \ 
dx I 0 
dn I 
dx' i 
! 0 
1 
L 
x 
I 
dn 
ax 
j" (, 
0 
r-
e - x'/x dx'dx 
o 
-x/x -x IX) 
_ e 1 dx 
Equation 11 assumes no null space between detectors. 
01 ) 
P, .... J 
Equation 11 has been <-olved for cases of F/24~F/4.S optics, ~long 
with parameters d~scribin/!, the absorption, as shown in Table Bl. 
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TABLE BZ 
Cm1PUTED CROSSTALK TO ADJACENT Ge:Ga DETECTOR 
dn/ux (mil- 1) 
I 
x(mil) A(~t:l) tonI x IS a x = xl x 0:: Y2 xl (mil) x2 (mil) 
F 24 110 1. 50%* 0.5493 0.200 0.0575 1.165 1.178 1.439 
F 24 70 2.22% 0.2277 0.150 0.0491 2.811 1.178 1.439 
F 4.5 110 7.9%* O. 1036 0.038 0.0108 6.178 6.245 7.633 
F 4.5 70 11. 8% 0.0[.30 0.028 0.0093 14.901 6.245 7.633 
* To be co~pared with 47% total quantu~ efficiency 
(Xl represents the first reflection, from the back surface, while x2 re-
presents the next reflection, from the front surface. x2 conditions are 
not used in Equation 11.) There will be negligible crosstalk to more 
distant detectors, as Xl (and xZ) are very much smaller than tho 50-mil 
center-to-center spacings of the detectors. 
The optical crosstalk within the focal plane will be very small 
for F/24 optics, only around 4%. Larger angles would result in Signifi-
cantly larger crosstalk to the adjacent detector, as shwn by the cOt:lputa-
tions for F 4.5 optics. If there is any null space between detectors the 
crosstalk will be substantially reJuced below Table r values, while a 6.2 
mil null space would virtually eli.minate it even for F [ •• 5 optics. 
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I NSTAB I L ITY OF SlRE.s.sEltJiEEI18N I UtvL .COLUMns 
The Euler critical load criter.ion was used to estimate the potential 
maximum size of a monolithic stressed 8ermanium element. The Euler load formula 
establishes the maximum stable length that a column design such that a small 
lateral force ,,'ill not cause buckling and failure. The formula is usually pre-
sented in the form 
where 
and 
E 
I 
.. 
II' 
6 2 Young's modulus (15 x 10 Ib/in for Ge) 
Least moment of inertia about the direction of load as axis. 
p 
L-___ . __ . __ 
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Figure Cl Geometry of Stressed Ge,manium Modules 
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Referring to Figure Cl 
3 I " b h /12 
and the critical stress for a column of length 
In btructura1 and machine element design, the use of the Euler load 
criteria is not always appropriate since t .• e stress in the mat r ~ial rou ... ' be 
below the proportion:ll liv i· . In the case of singlf.: crystal germanium. however, 
the proportional Hallt and the ultimate strength are nearly eq~al and the crystal 
remains elastic up to the point of failure. The c01umn must also be suffi(iently 
long such that failure is due to elastic instability and not due to simple com-
pressiv.:· stress. Again, for purposes of this calculation. the aspect ratio is 
forced i..to the "long col mn" regime where the Euler formula applies by setting 
the critical stress equal to the applied stress and solving for the length at 
which this stress becomes critical. Finally, the end conditions, or attachment 
method, establish the relationship between the effective length and the actual 
length. The formulae above represent the pin-ended condition, and although the 
column in this instance is flat ended and constrained, (which would theoreticalJ~ 
support a load four times greater than the pin ended condition) most deSigners 
use the actual length as the effective length. 
For a 90 K psi load the maximum aspect ratio (length over minimum 
dim2nsion) is 
For a Factor of two safety factor we use 
Llk ~ " 
For a monolithic.IDosaic of 1 em absorption depth the allowed length L 
would be as high as 6 cm - or 60 detector elements. Ho\,ever fully monolithic 
mosaics are precluded by other considerations such as material (and bias) un~­
formity requirements, crosstalk and risk of transparent el,~ctrode rechnology. 
A monolithic stack of laterally biased detectors in ~ linear array form 
with a rear surface bevel to permit reduced volume - would have a minimum dimen-
sion of the order of the pixel siz~ so that the maximum !:lOdllle slu~ 1.s about 6 
elements If stressed along the axis of the array. 
C2 
/ 
.. 
I 
I 
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APPENDIX D 
TRANSPARENT ELECTRODE DESIGN FOR FIR GERMANIUM 
Transparent electrode design for extrinsic detectors represents a 
compromise between the need for high carrier concentration for low sheet 
resistance on the one hand, and the need for reduced carrier concentration 
to avoid free carrier absorption of long wavelength photons on the other. 
For 51::< detectors Schraeder et a1. have provided an excellent summary of these 
issiles in terms of the simple Drude model for free carrier absorption shNling 
rather excellent agreement bet\,een theory ana measure::lent. 
For FIR germanium the same formulas and concepts apply in principle. 
The situation is complicat~d ho~ever by the fact that lower carrier concentra-
tions are necessary to maintain transparency in the extreme IR. At these lower 
concentrations dopant ionization energy will not be fully depressed and some 
carrier freezeout will be expected. Sete that for FIR Ge:Ga.the available con-
tact dopant species are the same as the detection species (i.e. Ga) or exllibit 
very si~ilar ionization energy (e.g. boron). Since no detai10j data is avail-
able concerning the dependence of gallium/Doron ionization energy on concentra-
tion, and since the freezeout will be mitigated to some indeterminat.e extent by 
impact ionization and hopping conduction, the actual dependence of carrier con-
centration on contact doping density is rather uncertain. Estimated uppt-cr and 
lower bounds are plotte<:i in Figure nl. Also plotted is the approximate depend-
ence of the mobility of free holes in p-type germanium, based on the data com-
piled in Reference Dl. 
For silicon Schroeder (Ref D2) has demonstrated satisfa:tory near quan-
titative agreement between measurereent and the simple Drude models of free 
carri.er absorption and ccndllctivtty. For a contact carrier density profile p(x) 
[)1 
c~ 
Carrier 
Nobility 
? (cm-/V-S) 
Sheet 
Reei.stance 
(ohms/squ) 
10 
1 
___ •• ___ i._ 
I 
I 
.. ,. -~" 
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the absorption at wavelength ~ is given by 
A:. I __ \? - f()((a).i.,. 
where 
Adjusting Schroeder's measured coefficients to reflect the diff~ren~e between 
'" the values of refractive index n, anu effective r.lass m J for silicon and gennnnium 
yields an expected absorptLon coefficient for a germanium contact of the form 
while the sheet resistance of the contClct ",)uld be 
The values of absorption coeffici~nt ~ and sheet resistance R~ plotted 
for a germanium contact in .Figure D2 ,,:ere computed using t\wse relationships 
and the carrier concentration d~t3 of Figure D1. For the purposes of this 
o 
putati.on the contact doping • ... as IlsslIr.:ed to be llniforr:1 ina 1000 A layer, a 
2 
atorn/cm doping corresponding to a doping density p(x) of 17 :> 10 atoms/em, 
is 
12 2 Based on Figure D2 it would seem that doping belo\~ the mill-IO /et:l 
required to af:sure transparency at 200 ~m while doping in th~ vic lnity 
com-
1012 
range 
of 
10 12 atom/em 2 for sufficient.ly 10\~ shel't resistance or greater is necessary -
for 101.1 background detectors 106 ohns reI' square or less. Thtn; ',hile an FIR 
transparent cI,ntact appenrs feasible, the permissible doping range is very re-
stricted and, considering the rather approximate nature of the analysis, must be 
viewed as a high risk until actually demonstrated . 
Ref. D2 D. K. Schroeder et al. 
P 180 (Feb. 1978), 
IF.E Journal of Solid Stote Circuits, 5C--11. 
D3 
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APPENDIX [ 
VULNERAPILITY TO SPACE RADIATIONS 
----------------
Average detector cross-sections to trapped protons and electrons, and 
corresponding average pulse amplitudes, have been calculated as functions 
of detector size for doped-gert:iani'Jm lo,,-onckgrollnd detectors in Space 
Shuttle orbits t{ 600 km altitude). Average cross-sections afB t~picnlly 
? 
in the range 0.004 to 0.23 cm-, and average pulse nnplitudes typically in 
6 the range 0.15 to 3 x 10 carrier pairs. In the ~orst location of a space 
shuttle orbit doped-germanium detectors of 1 mm-cube size will generate 
. 5 
about 7S pulse/second with 10 carrier-pairs averohc ncplitudc, and about 4 
6 pul~e/sec with 10 carrier-paris average :Jmplitude, (tl1(' p\llse nltcs .'lnd 
amplitudes are independent of dopant). Significant !)Oibe-pulse rates could 
o 
occur during 25% of B worst-case 4GO-km circular orbit of 40 inclination 
\,'hen the southerly extreme occurs 1n the South t'.tlantic ~Iansetic Anomaly. 
[-1 Detector \~lnerabilitv ~oJ~l 
EV2nt rates for particle ionizations ma~ be determined from the average 
projected area. For rectangular detector and for omnidirectional charged 
particles travelling in straight lines this is one-fourth of the convex sur-
face area, or 
1\ 
P 
Lw + \-:d + dt 
'" -----2---- 0) 
where L, w, and d are the elcctric~llY-Bctive diclensions. Tile average pulse 
amplitude is the total ionilotlon rate divided by the 
h 
iI 
2 
0K (f~';~~-l~:) -;:-;}-: o~ 0 -1-2-
1.277 x 10 14 K L~d 
--------------.- carrier pa irs (cr) 
A 
P 
E1 
pulse rnte, 
3 5. 32 (,Ll!'_) .!::..,::,_~(clr'...l 3/ .. -
em !/J A p 
(2 ) 
.' 
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do~~· 
where K (ther-yer particle) is ,1 char"ctl:!r1,stlc of the energy spectrum of 
the ionizing flux. 
Simplo approximations, suitable for hand computation, are so~etimes 
desired for proton-dose calculations. For a power-lnw incident flux,' 
O(E) dE m nS E-(n+l) dE (3) 
wh~re Blind n nre constants (and which, obviously, must be cut off nt some 
low energy), such fin approximation has been found at Aerojet by numerical 
analysis of cases where n is in the range (' n < 4. 
Defining the cumulative flux as 
00 
¢(>E)'" J ,;([':) dt 
E 
'" B [-n (4) 
the dose, D, at n givun depth of penetration may be expressed as 
() 
wllere E is the minimum energy required of a proton in order to pen~trnte th~ 
o * 5hl«1<.1ing,to th~' Riven depth, the shielding f.·ctor , P, Is 
'( (,) 
... ·hlO'rc Fl • 0.5 n 3/ 4 and F2 a 7/(7+4n) 
,ind , Q(E) - 3.2 X 10-6 E-O. 75 rad(Si) 
.¢ -------2 
protons/ cm 
(7) 
* :\oto: The term F~ in Equation (J J.5 th(~ frllction of olnlltdircction,ll pn'tLlns 
penetrllting a sIal shh'ld refcrenc('d to the omnidirectional fluX 
. above the minimum ene.rgy to p('netratc (at normal itlcid(·ncr:).- The tl.'rm 
F 1 accounts for the greater ionizi.ng effect froTn protcl l1s slOl.'('d do\-.'n 
by the shielding. 
E2 
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To obtain dOBe per penetrnting proton, K. UNa 
(8) 
For electrons K ~ 3 x 10-8 rad-cm2/electron (most materials) Dnd for 
South Atlantic proton3 :> 50 MeV (typical for penetration of satellite-
- 8 2 
structure effective shielding) K ~ 13 K 10 rad-em /proton. For determina-
tion of K for protons, use Equations 7 and 8 above. The exponent" may be 
estimated from the flux-energy distributions of SSSDC/h'TlC-A-R&S 76-06 (For 
example see Figures £8 and E9) 
E2 Ionization Rates 1n Shutt10 Orbit 
In a worse-case shuttle orbit the radiaLi0n-envlronment maxima ~ill 
be at the 460 km maximum altitude: 
x 103 protons/cm2-sec (>50 ~eV) 34°5 37 0 W 
2 x 10 5 electrons/cm2-sec «0.5 ~leV) 32°5 38 0 W 
(and S. auroral zone) 
4 2 2 x 10 electrons/cm -sec (>5 ~cV) 32°5 38"W 
Typical structure Bnd shielding would be equivalent to about 25% of the total 
2 
solid an~le having only 2-3 gm/cm protection, thus allowing Romc electrons 
as low as 5 ~eV and some protons as low as SO ~eV to rcncll the detectors. 
Fl)r <l 1 mm cube Ge:X dt'tector ionization response mllY be estim;lted by 
analysis in t~rms of the effective detector cross-section A and the average 
pulse height (cnrri~r pairs) generated. 
Protons 
Electrons 
Photons (1 ~\t'V) 
Akm2) 
1.5 x 10-2 
1.5 x 10-2 
1.5 x 10-4 
h (cp/pulse) 
.• avg __ _ 
1.1 x 106 
3 x 105 
3 x 105 
(For comparison "'ith Aerojet \!xperimental mei!surem(~nts on dtHectors of this 
size, !Joe J. B. Pllrk inson nnd T. G. }loore, Hardened Space SensorR (U); AF\~L­
TR-71-1J9, July 1972. Secret.) 
E3 
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Pulse ratcs for th~ highdst So. Atlantic Anomaly fluxe~, In the 
abRcncc of dedicated shielding, would be for protons 
N c::. (0.25) 1 x 103 -1~- 1. ~ x 10- 2 '" 4 pulf>e/see 
p em -sec 
h '" 1.1 x 106 cp a 
and for eleetron~/bremsstrahlung 
~ ~ (0.25) 2 x 104 
e 
c-2---
em -sec 
2 2 1.5 x 10 cm '" 75 pulse/sec 
N N (°0 0.5) 2 x 10 5 c- (0 0 !-1e\') 0.5 x 13 1.5 x 10-4 .9L~;,0.03 pulse/sec 
. b - --2-- .. ) e- --lfoo }leV 
h ~ 3 x 105 cp 
a 
em -sec 
Computation results are summarized 1n Table 1. 
The noise-pulse rates for other orbitR will be less severe, although 
the pulse amplitudes will be little affected. E,g .• for 300 km allitt,de and 
23° inclination the pulse rates w0uld be only about 1.1 pps from protcns and 
11 pps from electrons. Fur polar orbits significant pulse ratds would occur 
for no more than 10% 01 the worst orbit. For inclinations less than 50 no 
significant pulses wouU occur (.-: 0.1 PI'S due to cosmic rays). The pertinent 
it 
proton nnd plectron maps at 300 km and 500 km altitudes are sho~n in Figure 1-4. 
The influence of detector size on proton pulse rates in shown in Figure 5 
by means of the average cross section to charged particles (same as average 
projected area). The influence on pulse amplitudes is show'n in Figure 6; the 
average amplitudes from electrons are around 25% of those from protons. The 
pulse amplitude distribution for detector3 thin in one dimension is well approx-
imated by P(> h) • ex? (-h/h ); fordetcctors near cube shape there 3re fe~er 
a 
pliiscs at very large and very small amplitudes. For ~omparison with Figure 6, 
it 
Taken from E. C. Stassi!lop0\!los, \·iorld ~L1P!; of Constnnt 1\, L, and Flux 
Contours; ~ASA SP-30 r)l\, 1.970. . 
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I 2xl0 >0.5 .03 
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Protons 
Electrons ~ 
I 
2 x 10 > 5 75 
., 
3 x lO~ 
5 1.5 x 10 
3 x lO) 
> 50 
> 0.5 
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1.1 
.02 
11 
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proton Average pulse amplitude for detectors of a non-square (2:1) cross 
section are shown in Figure 7. 
Dedicated shielding could practically eliminate electron pulses 
« 0.01 pps), though proton pulse rates cannot feasibly be reduced by an 
order of magnitude. 
The following computations are presented to illustrate the method of 
estimating predicted pulse rates from space-radiation environments. 
Protons: 
?ulse rate ~ '\, _7_ ~ 0 (> E ) '\, 5 x 103 " (> 50 Nt::V) p - 7+4n p c,p - p 
wht::re n is the exponent for proton flux 0p .. 0 E-
n (llere 1.5 ,;; n r:; 2.) po 
Electrons: 
Pulse rate N - '\, (~) A - 0 - (>E - '\, 5 x 10-3 0 - (> 3 75 >·leV) e 41: e e C , e e' . I. 
O "5 < .. J). ()O where the minimum shielding likt'ly peltains to .k r'oJ 4'71 •.. 1. (From the 1n-
board side of the platform electrons will probably not penetrate.) 
Bre~lsst r ahl ung: 
Pulse rate Nbr 
o -(>0) E -
'\! e fJ 
Ebr 
(>0) 
where Ee- '\, 0.2 MeV, perhaps Ebr '\. 0.3 NeV, Ilnd ,\. ". 5 x 10-
6 2 
em t 
Cosmic Rays: 
2 '-2 Fluxes'\, 1 p/cm -sec Yield N '\, 10 pps per detector and are ignored 
-2 2 cr 
1.5 x l.0 em, Ilnd "7 (7 + 1m)" a,:counts for oblique penetra-here. A = A-'\, P e-
tion of isotropic proton!. E~ectron pulses can be virtually ~liminated by In-
. . 2 
creasing the minimum shielding from an assumed 2.9 gm/cm (0.42 inch AI) to 
4 gm/cm2 ; the pe.ak bremsstrahlung pulES rate i.n the South Atlantic Anomaly 
would be 0.03 pps/detector. Not much can fe<lsibly be done to reduce the pro-
ton rllte. 
E6 
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Average projected area (averaged over 4 ~ sterradlans) 
Aver<1ge projected area senned by "x" particles 
Average effecttve cross section to ganun£' rays (or bremsstrahlung) 
Cutoff energy for "x" particles (i.e., the minimum energy required 
for "x" particles to penetrate the shielding) 
Average energy for "x" particles 
Average pulse amplitude, in carrier pairs; same as h 
avg 
Power-law exponent for ?roton spectral-energy distribution, 
o (>E) ex E-1\ 
p 
Average dose per ionizing particle 
Pulse rate due to bremsstrahlung 
Pulse rate due to cosmic rays 
Pulse rate due to "x" part Lcles 
protons (p), electrons (e or e-), or bremsstrahlung (br) 
Atomic number of the shielding material 
Flux rate density of "x" particles (usually above some energy, E) 
2 in "xli/em -sec 
Solid angle, In sterradians (especially the angle representing 
thinnest shielding) 
E7 
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Figure E8. AP8NAX and Data Flux vs Energy Comparison Plot for L .. 1.17 RE 
'. From: NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S 76-06. 
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Specific Nomenclature for Belleville Spring Washer 
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APPENDIX G 
THERMAL BUSS COMPUTATIONS 
Incorporated herein are designer's hand calculations made to determine 
the size of the thermal buss components and the stress and torque required 
[or the thermal buss screws. 
Gl Length of Invar Sleeve 
Assume a silver buss of length 0.625 inches in compression: 
Contraction of buss components upon cooling to 2K will be 
Silver Buss LL/L ~ 0.0041 in/in 
Invar 36 Sleeve 6L/L ~ 0.000117 in/in 
CRES 303 Screw ~L/L ~ 0.00356 in/in 
The length of sleeve (x) must be selected so that 
LL + ~ • ~L Ag sleeve ~ CRES screw 
or 0.625 (-0.0041) + x (- 0.000117) • (0.625 + x) (- 0.00350) 
so that x >= 0.09593 
Sleeve should be 0.096 inches long with threads in nut going to the bottom. 
G2 S t re 5S and Torque f o.r Thermal' Bus s Sc rOIJi!. 
The area of the silver buss in contact with a sapphire board is 
0.025 x 0.150 ~ 0.00375 in2 
[I 
For 10 psi load will be 37.5 Ib/screw 
Diameter of Screw Shank (01) • 0.073 
Area of Screw Shank 
Stress - 37.5/0.0042 
which is safe for CRES 303. 
2 
= 0.0042 in 
'" 8.964 !Cpsi 
Th1.5 would require a torque of approximntely 
T '" KDP 
Gl 
" J, 
r 
i 
i 
t' 
• f; ~ i I 
where 
115 
K ~ 0.2 (Assumed, Range is typically 0.13 to 0.21) 
D '" 0.073 in 
P '" Preload = 37.5 Ib 
T ~ 0.55 Ib-inches = B.B o2-inches 
G2 
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